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The caps, gowns, and hoods worn at college and university functions date back to the Middle Ages. Monks and students of those days wore them to keep warm in the damp and drafty 12th-century castles and halls of learning. The gowns for the bachelor's degree, earned after undergraduate study, have long, pointed sleeves and are designed to be worn closed. The holder of the master's degree wears a gown with an oblong sleeve open at the wrist. The sleeve base hangs down, and the rear part of its oblong shape is worn square cut. The gown may be worn open or closed. An alternate and older master's gown is also permissible. This gown is always worn open, has a long sleeve, which is square and closed at the end, and has a slit near the elbow which permits the forearm to come through.

Gowns for the doctoral degree may also be worn open or closed, but they carry broad velvet panels down the front and three velvet bars on the full, round, open sleeves. The velvet trimming may be either in black or the color distinctive to the field of learning to which the degree pertains.

Academic gowns for each level are black, although a few institutions permit doctoral recipients to wear gowns of the characteristic institutional color. Academic protocol allows trustees, presidents, and marshals of higher educational institutions to wear gowns which are specially designed and colored. The President of the University at Albany wears a royal purple gown bearing four gold velvet chevrons on the sleeves. The marshals gowns at Albany are royal purple and gold. Caps may be of serge, broadcloth, or, for the doctoral outfit only, of velvet. The tassel is black or the color appropriate to the subject, except the doctoral cap may have a tassel of gold or bullion. It is the hood that gives color and real meaning to the academic costume. The bachelor's hood is sometimes worn upon completion of the course, even though the degree has not yet been actually conferred. A black shell of varying size for the three degrees, and of material to match the gown, is silk-lined with the colors of the institution conferring the degree. Albany's institutional colors are royal purple and gold. The hoods of the master's degree recipients are a black shell made of material to match the gown and use the institutional colors. The doctoral hood, which uses the same institutional colors, is larger and of a different style, having a flat panel at the back. The hood is bordered with velvet of the proper width to indicate the degree and of the color signifying the field of learning to which the degree pertains.

It is important to note that the color of the velvet trimming on the hood indicates the subject to which the degree pertains. The "Bachelor of Science in engineering" degree should have the orange trimming of engineering, rather than the golden yellow of science. The Doctor of Philosophy degree requires dark blue because the degree designation does not necessarily identify the major field of study. If more than one degree is held, the gown and hood of the highest degree are worn. Holders of several doctoral degrees may make a choice of hood for any particular occasion. The colors indicative of the various fields of learning are as follows: Arts, Letters, Humanities: white Accountancy, Business: Commerce: drab Economics: copper Education: light blue Fine Arts, including Architecture: brown Journalism: crimson Library Science: lemon yellow Music: pink Oratory (Speech): silver gray Philosophy: dark blue Physical Education: sage green Public Administration, including Foreign Service: peacock blue Science: golden yellow Social Science: cream Social Work: citron Graduating students at Albany wear tassels on their caps in a color representing their academic major. Honors graduates of the baccalaureate program also wear honor medallions.

Degrees being awarded today are followed by degrees awarded in December and August of 1992 in each category. Candidates for degrees are listed as of April 2, 1993. No changes in status could be made after that date. Honors for May degree candidates were computed using the cumulative grade point average as of December 24, 1992, and projected A-E credits at Albany of 56 or more. Official honor status will be recalculated when Spring 1993 grades are recorded and will appear on the diploma.

*** Summa Cum Laude — signifies a cumulative grade-point average of 3.75 or above
** Magna Cum Laude — signifies a cumulative grade-point average of 3.50 - 3.74
* Cum Laude — signifies a cumulative grade-point average of 3.25 - 3.49
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UNIVERSITY OFFICIALS AND DISTINGUISHED GUESTS

MEMBERS OF THE UNIVERSITY COUNCIL
The Honorable John E. Holt-Harris, Chairman, Albany, New York
Steven N. Fischer, Albany, New York
A. Rita Chandellier Glavin, Esquire, Waterford, New York
Richard A. Hanft, Esquire, Troy, New York
Athena C. Kouray, Esquire, Schenectady, New York
Athena V. Lord, Albany, New York
Martha W. Miller, Glenmont, New York
John J. Poklemba, Esquire, Glens Falls, New York
Carolyn Gillis Wellington, Schoharie, New York
Diego Munoz, Tarrytown, New York, representing the students
Vivian Hillier Thorne, Delmar, New York, representing the alumni/ae
Audrey B. Champagne, Professor of Education, representing the faculty

OFFICERS OF THE UNIVERSITY AT ALBANY
H. Patrick Swygert, President
Carl P. Carlucci, Vice President for Finance and Business
Jeanne A. Gullahorn, Vice President for Research and Dean of Graduate Studies
Karen R. Hitchcock, Vice President for Academic Affairs
Christian G. Kersten, Vice President for University Advancement
Mitchel D. Livingston, Vice President for Student Affairs
David H. Bayley, Acting Dean of Criminal Justice
Meredith A. Butler, Dean of Library Faculty
David O. Carpenter, Dean of Public Health
Frances W. Frank, Dean of Humanities and Fine Arts
Judy L. Genshaft, Dean of Education
Richard S. Hall, Dean of Social and Behavioral Sciences
Richard S. Halsey, Dean of Information Science and Policy
Richard E. Hughes, Dean of Business
Sung Bok Kim, Dean of Undergraduate Studies
Richard P. Nathan, Provost of Nelson A. Rockefeller College of Public Affairs and Policy
Frank J. Thompson, Dean of the Graduate School of Public Affairs
Lynn Videka-She1man, Dean of Social Welfare
Daniel L. Wulff, Dean of Science and Mathematics

HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENTS
James H. Billington, Librarian of Congress
Jaroslav Pelikan, Sterling Professor of History, Yale University
COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY

ACADEMIC PROCESSIONAL ("The Grand March" from Aida, Verdi; Pomp and Circumstance, Elgar)
The Commencement Wind Ensemble, R. Findlay Cockrell, director

NATIONAL ANTHEM
University-Community Chorale and the University Gospel Choir, accompanied by the Commencement Wind Ensemble

INVOCATION
The Rev. Joseph Cotugno, Chapel House

PRESIDENT'S WELCOME
H. Patrick Swygert

FACULTY WELCOME
Shirley J. Jones, Professor of Social Welfare

STUDENT REMARKS
Brian Kerr, Class of '93
Jodie M. Green, Class of '93

TRUSTEE WELCOME AND CONFERRAL OF HONORARY DEGREES
By Alan V. Iselin, Trustee, State University of New York
- To James H. Billington (Citation read by Thomas J. Galvin, Professor of Information Science and Policy)
- By Alan V. Iselin, Trustee, State University of New York
- To Jaroslav Pelikan (Citation read by Judith R. Baskin, Associate Professor of Judaic Studies)

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
Jaroslav Pelikan, Sterling Professor of History, Yale University

PRESENTATION OF EVAN R. COLLINS AWARD
In recognition of distinguished service and devotion to the University at Albany by members of the faculty
To Francine Wattman Frank, Professor of Hispanic and Italian Studies and Dean of Humanities and Fine Arts
To Sung Bok Kim, Professor of History and Dean of Undergraduate Studies

MUSICAL INTERLUDE ("Hallelujah Chorus," from The Messiah, Handel)
University Gospel Choir, Yvonne Moore, President; Silita F. Thomas, Directoress; Brian D. Bolton, Pianist and Director

CONFERRAL OF DEGREES
President Swygert

PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES FOR DOCTORAL DEGREES
Karen R. Hitchcock, Vice President for Academic Affairs
Jeanne E. Gullahorn, Vice President for Research and Dean of Graduate Studies
Richard E. Hughes, Dean of the School of Business
Judy L. Genshaft, Dean of the School of Education
Francine W. Frank, Dean of the College of Humanities and Fine Arts
David H. Bayley, Acting Dean of the School of Criminal Justice
Frank J. Thompson, Dean of the Graduate School of Public Affairs
Lynn Videka-Sherman, Dean of the School of Social Welfare
Daniel Wulff, Dean of the College of Mathematics and Science
Richard H. Hall, Dean of the College of Social and Behavioral Science
David O. Carpenter, Dean of the School of Public Health

PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES FOR MASTER'S DEGREES
Vice President Gullahorn

PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES FOR BACHELOR'S DEGREES
Vice President Hitchcock

ALMA MATER (Hubbard-Lansing)
Led by University Chorale

RECESSIONAL ("Coronation March," The Prophet, Meyerbeer)
The Commencement Wind Ensemble
UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES AWARDS

Presidential Awards for Undergraduate Research

Michael B. Beach
(Biology)
Stephen W. Bedell
(Physics)
Daniel J. Byrne
(Physics)
John C. Chi
(Biology)
Daniel Cole
(Social Welfare)
Gregory Cotios
(Art)
Rebecca Helfer
(English)
Todd A. Hutchinson
(Atmospheric Science)
Linda Kissell
(Sociology)
Ilana Klumka
(Anthropology)
Julie Landers
(Music)
Brian McClure
(Philosophy)
Ray G. Mescalado
(English)
Stephen Rocamboli
(History)
Julie Steggals
(Political Science)
Jeffrey L. Tokar
(Biology)
Daniel J. Voice
(Criminal Justice)
Takehiro Watanabe
(Anthropology)

Ronald R. Schafer Memorial Award
Awarded to a senior for outstanding achievement in the Journalism Program.
Leanne B. Warshauer

Leah Lovenheim Award
Awarded for the best short story written by an undergraduate student.
Phillip Adamo

Shields McIlwaine Prize
For the best poem.
Victoria Petrino

DEPARTMENT OF HISPANIC AND ITALIAN STUDIES

Dante Medallion Award
For excellence in Italian language study.
Angela Ferrante

BNai Zion Award for Excellence in Hebrew
Elmat Dekel

DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC

Andrea Hanan Music Scholarship
Awarded annually to an undergraduate entering the music program and/or a continuing first year music major on the basis of outstanding achievement.
Andrew Jerabek

Willard Banks Memorial Award
Awarded annually to a Black, Hispanic or Native American student enrolled in a music major program on the basis of achievement and service to the music department.
Nyral Moody

DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY

1993 Philosophy Prize
Awarded annually to a graduating senior, majoring in Philosophy, for distinction in the study of Philosophy.
James J. Considine

ART DEPARTMENT

University Art Department Award
Gregory Cotios

WOMEN'S STUDIES PROGRAM

Women's Studies Award
Given to a graduating senior major or minor who has demonstrated an excellent academic record in women's studies and has made significant feminist contributions to the women's community.
Susan Fitzgerald
Nadya Lawson

COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS

Excellence in Undergraduate Research Award
Michael B. Beach
Stephen W. Bedell
Seth B. Blattman
Randall Burton
Daniel J. Byrne
John C. Chi
Daniel E. Harrison
Todd A. Hutchinson
Carol Ann Koleci
Gregory J. Kornhaber
David C. Skeel
Jeffrey L. Tokar

DEPARTMENT OF ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCE

Narayan Gokhale Award
Todd Hutchinson
Andrew Wood

DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGY

Glen Bumpus Award
Awarded to a student who has conducted outstanding research in Biological Sciences.
Randall E. Burton

DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY

CRC Press Freshman Achievement Award
Awarded to a freshman student in the general Chemistry course for academic advisement.
Eric Rudin

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS

Academic Excellence in Mathematics
Andrew J. Alexopoulos
James G. Buck
Peter Liu
Jeremy D. Pickreign
COLLEGE OF SOCIAL AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES

DEPARTMENT OF AFRICANA STUDIES
Certificate of Achievement Awards
Awarded to a senior who is majoring in Africana Studies who has maintained the highest cumulative grade point average and with at least four semesters of full-time work completed. Christopher Tafl

DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATION
The Richard Wilkie Award
For the outstanding undergraduate student or students in Communication. Jennifer L. Banlak Daniel J. Hillis

DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS
Gordon Karp Award
Awarded to the undergraduate student in economics who best exemplifies the intelligence, dedication and accomplishment that marked the promising career of Gordon Karp, an undergraduate and doctoral graduate of SUNY Albany. Brian Kerr Jeff M. LaPointe

DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY
1993 Crippen Prize
Awarded to the most outstanding graduating senior who is concentrating in American History. Stephen J. Smith

Arthur E. Ekirch Prize
Awarded annually to a graduating student who has produced an exceptional research paper in the field of American History. Daniel L. Keefe

Phi Alpha Theta History Term Paper Prize
For an outstanding history paper by a senior or graduate student. David Cunningham

William T. Reedy Prize
For an outstanding history paper by a freshman, sophomore, or junior at the University at Albany. Zafeng Lei

DEPARTMENT OF LATIN AMERICAN & CARIBBEAN STUDIES
Highest GPA
Awarded to a graduating senior LACS major with the highest GPA. Kristen Hubbell

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY
Best Sociology Related Essay
Awarded to an undergraduate student for the best essay on a sociological topic. Linda A. Kissell

Highest GPA
Awarded to the senior sociology major with the highest GPA. Richard Falek

SCHOOL OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS

DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL SCIENCE
James Unger Memorial Award
John M. Bagy

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Wall Street Journal Award
For high grade-point average and service. Karen Mauro

Dean’s Award for Distinguished Service to the School of Business
Deborah Mosher Ron Peoples Lisa Pratt

Dean’s Award for Distinguished Academic Achievement by a Returning Undergraduate Student
Holly Vellano

Harry Warshawsky Memorial Award for Outstanding Academic Achievement and Service
Shurawl Bryan

Outstanding Graduating Senior Awards in Business
David Sreter (Accounting)
Mark Langley (Finance)
Loretta Hess (Management-Irving H. Sabghir Memorial Award)
Glenn Wasserman (Management Science & Information Systems)
Greg Toritto (Marketing)

Deloitte & Touche/Beta Alpha Psi Award
For academic achievement. Matthew E. Cohen

Deloitte & Touche/ Harold L. Cannon Memorial Accounting Award
Sandra Hohn
Harold L. Cannon Memorial Award
For outstanding service and academic achievement. Justin Southwick

American Society of Women Accountants Award
Catheryn R. Alexander

New York State Society of Certified Public Accountants Award
Eileen Fitzpatrick

Delta Sigma Pi Scholarship Key
Thomas Greer
Margaret Yager Middleton Scholarship
To recognize and promote outstanding achievement by newly admitted undergraduate students in the School of Business. Christopher Horvers Jason McClellan

Arthur Andersen & Company Differently-Abled Scholarship
Belinda Ellis

African-American & Latino PreProfessional Association Award

CENTER FOR COMPUTING AND DISABILITY
The Stephen W. Hawking Prize
Awarded annually by the Center for Computing and Disability to honor a student with a disability who has excelled in scholarly and extracurricular pursuits and who has willfully relegated disability to the status of an inconvenience rather than a limit. Terri A. Forzbach

GENERAL STUDIES
Academic Excellence Award
High academic achievement by a returning adult student. Thomas R. Wakeley
UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES
Friends of the Libraries Student Service Excellence Award
To be awarded to a student assistant who has contributed outstandingly to the University Libraries, while maintaining a solid academic record.
Tracy Doyle

GENERAL EDUCATION HONORS SCHOLARS
Graduating seniors who have completed the General Education Honors Program.
May 1993
Kalilope Agelakis
Otis G. Allen
Michael R. Bowes
Daniel J. Byrne
Silvy Fabrykant
Amy E. Friedman
Brian R. Hicks
Denis J. Kiely
Tracey J. Marsch
Megan D. Meldrum
Sonya L. Mulvihill
Damian Oberding
Lester Rhee
Jan M. Rizzuto
Elizabeth A. Salkoff
Philip Shen
Aaron Shourie
Anthony N. Thanopoulos
Shirley Thebaud
Keith W. Tilton
Rhea T. Utley
Ashley K. Wescott
Michael G. Wiener

December 1992
Gina M. Bondi
Sharon L. Hausam
Michele D. Horowitz
David S. Johnson
Christine M. McLellan
Jeremy D. Pickreign
JoAnn C. Smith

DEPARTMENTAL HONORS
Graduating seniors who have written an honors thesis and have received departmental honors.

DEPARTMENT OF ART
Gregory Colios

DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Randall Burton

DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH
Matthew J. Altman
Suzanne M. Bloodgood
Timothy J. Coleman
Michelle L. Gibbens
Rebecca L. Helfer
Sandra L. Knakal
Elaine Mehalakes
Ray G. Mescallado
Adam M. Meyer
Kevin F. Pendergast
Jonathan R. Schaffer

DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY
Joseph M. Midiri
Stephen C. Rocamboli

DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL SCIENCE
Jeffrey Bessette
Lawrence Britvan
Denise Caruso
Kelly C. Connerton
Katherine Gordy
Steven M. Kleiner
Jay B. Leicher
Luis Medina
Jay Weintraub

DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY
Gayle Barbuto
Gina Marie Philibert

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY
Sarah Barton
Janet Busby

SCHOLARSHIPS

Class of 1905 Bazzoni Fellowship
In memory of Charles B. and Edith Vera Bazzoni. For outstanding achievement in the Natural Sciences.
Randall Burton
Carol Ann Koleci

The Eleanor Rosalie Bazzoni 1906 Fellowship
For outstanding achievement in English, French or German. This year, to a student of English.
Rebecca L. Helfer

The Merlin W. Hathaway Memorial Scholarship
In memory of Professor Merlin W. Hathaway to recognize outstanding achievement, leadership and service.
Joseph J. Valerio

The Vivian C. Hopkins Scholarship Award
For outstanding scholastic ability and character in the Department of English.
Ray G. Mescallado

Anne Rebecca Oliver Memorial Scholarship
Outstanding achievement in the Department of Physics.
Jeffrey Anderson
Carol Ann Koleci
Aaron Sweeney

Ralph Sidman Memorial Scholarship
Outstanding academic performance and commitment to pursue an education for the benefit of humanity.
Barbara Anderson

Arlene F. Steinberg 1971 Memorial Scholarship
Awarded to the outstanding junior or senior English major in the field of twentieth-century fiction, poetry, or theater.
Rebecca L. Helfer

Katherine Vario Endowed Scholarship
Awarded to a woman entering her senior year who is preparing for medical or dental school.
Janice K. Pyke

Class of 1952 Reunion Scholarship
Awarded to a junior or senior majoring in Education, given in honor of and in the names of eight Education emeriti.

To be announced

Class of 1939 Memorial Scholarship
Awarded to an undergraduate student who exhibits outstanding academic performance and a commitment to pursue his/her education for the benefit of humanity in the field of teaching.
Pamela Hemingway

Class of 1937 Memorial Scholarship
Awarded to an undergraduate student who exhibits outstanding academic performance and a commitment to pursue his/her education for the benefit of humanity.
Maureen Fioresi
Robyn Fishelberg Memorial Scholarship
Given in memory of Robyn Fishelberg, this scholarship is intended to assist the education of a current Albany undergraduate woman who has demonstrated outstanding humanitarian qualities through her involvement in school activities and community service.

To be announced

ALUMNI AWARDS

Anna Boocher deBeer Scholarship
Daniel Cole
Agnes E. Futterer Memorial Fellowship
Joseph R. Bellber
Stephen Green
Albert N. Husted Fellowship Award
Strong interest and ability in teaching by a student planning graduate study.
Monique R. Havasy
Edna Shafer MacAffer-Psi Gamma Award
Woman who best typifies the ideals of Psi Gamma and Mrs. MacAffer.
Monnel Bush
Ada Craig Walker Award
Academic excellence and University service by a senior woman.
Kaliope Agelakis

GRADUATE AWARDS

Graduate Academic Achievement Awards, School of Business
Karen Nolan (MBA Full-Time)
Linda Krzykowski (MBA Part-Time)
Thomas Restivo
(MS in Accounting)
Robert Carey (MS in Taxation)

Outstanding Graduate Student Award/Coopers & Lybrand Award for Outstanding Student Achievement, School of Business
Kevin Keilman (Accounting)

The Perry-Drake Weston Award, Department of Africana Studies
For best graduate research in the Department of Africana Studies.
Kevin Hayden

Arthur O. Long Teaching Assistant Award, Department of Chemistry
Awarded to a graduate student who has taught in one of the last two semesters, for dedication to and success in teaching, and scholastic accomplishment.
James E. Schermerhorn

Teaching Assistant(s) of the Year Award, Department of Physics
Tina Briere
David Bittel

Sherry Penney Prize
Awarded to the most outstanding graduate woman in History.
Janet Raitson

The Christopher DeCormier Scholarship Award
Outstanding achievement in the study of the Mayan language and culture under the direction of the Institute for Mesoamerican Studies.
Thomas J. VanAlstyne

Paul Meadows Award for Research, Department of Sociology
Awarded annually to a sociology graduate student for research.
Ted Haighton

Paul Meadows Award for Teaching, Department of Sociology
Awarded annually to a sociology graduate student who provides evidence of accomplishments in teaching.
Susan Walzer

Distinguished M.F.A. Project
Wendy Lewis, M.F.A.

Distinguished Doctoral Dissertation Awards
Lori Anderson
DA, English
"Cultivating Excess"

Lisa Braun
Psy.D., School Psychology
"Attentional Profiles of Children Clinically Diagnosed with ADHD and UACC: A Neurocognitive Approach; School"

Susmita Dasgupta
Ph.D., Economics
"Essays on the Use of Business-Survey and Expectations Data for Econometric Prediction"

Heidi Goodrich-Blair
Ph.D., Biology
"Introns in HIMU-Bacteriophage: Intron Structure and Open Reading Frame Function"

Sung Joon Jang
Ph.D., Sociology
"Sex Differences in Delinquency Among African American Adolescents: A Longitudinal Study"

Mei-Hsia Lin
Ph.D., Economics
"The Liquidity Constraint and Consumption: Some Tests for Life-Cycle Theory Using Household Survey Data"

Sonia L. Miner
Ph.D., Sociology
"Informal and Formal Spheres of Social Interaction and Support by Race: An Analysis of Interdependences and Compensations in Later Life"

Christopher O'Handley
Ph.D., Atmospheric Sciences
"On the Importance of Meso-scale Potential Vorticity Anomalies and Topographic Forcing During Cyclone Redevelopment Across the Appalachians: A GALE Case Study"

Sylvia R. Taube
Ed.D., Curriculum & Instruction
"Teaching Fractions to Fourth Grade: An Experimentation of a Curriculum based on Partitioning Area and Set Models"

Peining Wang
Ph.D., Physics
"Charmed Baryon $\Lambda_c$ and $\Sigma_c$ Production at $\sqrt{s} = 10$GeV and Their Decays"

Robert Weigel
Ph.D., German
"The Spiritual Unity of Hermann Broch's Work: Mass Psychology, Poliography, Novels"

Xiaolan Sharon Wu-Peng
Ph.D., Biomedical Sciences
"Estrogen Regulation of the Rat Creatine Kinase B Gene"

Peisheng Zhao
Ed.D., Reading
"Effects of Text Structure on the Use of Cognitive Capacity in Reading"

UNDERGRADUATE HONOR SOCIETIES

Presidential Honor Society
Estelle Biebes
Stacie Bowman
Jennifer H. Braccini
Amber Carpenter
Patrick Carroll
Edmond Chin
Julie Clark
Jeanne Courtemanche
Tanya J. Curtis
Leo P. Desbiens
Paula Dillon
Karin Easterling
Eileen Fitzpatrick
Christina Giannini
Alyson Gindi
Patricia Greer
Winston Gace
J.R. Hanley
Kristen Hubbell
Brian Kerr
Kristen Klein
Carol A. Koleci
Jean-Pierre Koniaris
Matthew Korcz
Nick MacIlvane
Lisa Maehrein
Colleen McDonald
Kevin McIntyre
Deborah Milham
Andrew Nappi
Marguerite Nguyen
Robin Niedenthal
Michael Poveda
David Reiss
Mauro Sarmiento
Jeffrey Taraby
Jennifer Tifftord
Renee Tobin
Richard Vona
Paul Vosteen
Loren Weas
Shao Ping Wen
Susan White
Marcie Zwaik

Sigma Delta Pi - National Spanish Honorary
Thomas J. Breen
Damaris Carrasco
Mildred M. Chang
Lisa Darache
Jose R. Galinanes-Figueroa
Michele B. Kinzel
Maribeth Kraseman
Randi Seltzer
Deborah Sherr

Phi Alpha Theta - International Honor Society in History
Daryl G. Berg
Catherine E. Buell
David Cunningham
Susan Edwards
Edward J. Fagan
Dean S. Foster
Karen Greiten
James Grove
Brian E. Hamilton
Daniel J. Hillis
Aemon J. Kolasienski
Erika Kraft
Lauren Mailloux
Jonathon Mestrangolo
Gideon A. Moor
Jean Murray
Mary Ellen Nonkes
Luke Rakoczy
Ernest Shepelsky
Michael Siegel
Douglas M. Silvernell
Jacqueline A. Tourville
Peter C. Trimarchi
William Warnken
David S. Weidenbaum

Alpha Phi Sigma - National Criminal Justice Honors Society
Gary Malak
Kim Richter

Beta Gamma Sigma - National Honor Society for Business Administration and Accounting
Juniors
Donald Ambrose
Lucas Detor
Michael Dorin
Elliot Flam
Sandra Hahn
Darrell Horton
Heather Kossover
Melinda Lanzet
Eric Lerner
Michael Ng
Marguerite Nguyen
Stephan Toy
Edward Wehle
Loren Weiss
Todd Wolk

Seniors
Donna Buebendorf
Tracy Doyle
Michael Hickey
Brian Kressin
Daniel Laddin
Mark Langley
Suzanne Luke
Elisa Marianetti
Barry Newman
Carrie Polittek
Catherine Smyth
Jeffrey Vaughan

Graduate Students
Thomas Barone
Peter Barron
Gerald Brouilette
Eva Buczynski
Michael Castellano
Joseph Esposito
Theresa Evans
Cathy Hulle

Phi Alpha - National Honor Society in Social Work
Kalliopi Agelakis
Susan Cahill
Daniel Cole
Carolyn DeGroat
Ellen Osztangelski
Elizabeth Feinberg
James Fiorentino
Patricia Heffern
Laura Hochman
Kenneth Miller
Tracy Moore
Joanne Sauer
Maureen Schutta
Cheryl Shackett
Janet Shorr
Cynthia Simon
Mary Snyder
Shannon Trappell
Thomas Wakeley
Sandra Walsemann
Amy Walter

Psi Chi - National Honor Society for Psychology
Beth Backetman
Dyan Bartle
Heidi Brody
Bethany Brooks
Heather Charnow
Jeanene Dangel
Kim Glattman
Melanie Grossman
Lori Harris
Erin Hickox
Bettyjo Howland
Sura Kaminsky
David Kaplan
Debra Klein
Kevin Kulic
Lisa Levine
Gia LaRuffa
Stephanie Lyga
Rachel Marcus
Jerry Marti
Jennifer Pasternack
Elixa Savid
Amy Lynn Sciangula
Kimberly Stummer
Bonnie Swetlitz
Jennifer Wallis
Jason Weden
James Woodson
Laura Yellon
Pamela Zeltergren

Douglas L. Woodard

**SENIORS, FIRST SEMESTER**
Nicole A. Androphy
Philip M. Blumberg
Theresa A. Dehn
Richard Falek
Erica M. Israelson
Alan H. Markoff
Virginia F. Postell
Yvonnie Seiander
Shani J. Wieting

**SENIORS, SECOND SEMESTER**
Gayle A. Barbuto
Jeffrey R. Bossette
Jean-Pierre N. Beaungs
Carrie A. Blanchard
Tammie R. Boyd
James G. Buck
Janice R. Buzby
Patrick R. Carroll
Tracy E. Churard
Gail E. Charlson
John C. Chi
Rocco A. Clecone
Jennifer L. Claves
James J. Considine
Tammy D. Croote
Joan C. Crounse
Jeanene L. Dangel
Ioannis A. Dometriades
Virginia M. Donohue
Megan A. Furtie
John P. Falcone
Sonja C. Feit
Elizabeth F. Gellert
Michelle L. Gibbens
Michael R. Glaser
Marc R. Goldberg
Patricia M. Groer
Jodilynn E. Greico
Daniel J. Hillis
Todd A. Hutchinson
Jacqueline Johnson
Anthony J. Kadela
Karen M. Kenney
Debra L. Klein
Sarah C. Klein
Mary Ellen Kusnierz
Edward Leung

Amy L. Lockhart
Rachel E. Marcus
Jonathan M. Mastrangelo
Colleen R. McDonald
Luis Medina
Elaine Mehakos
Ray G. Mescalado
Jean L. Murray
Andrea K. Nasraullah
Noreen M. Normile
Omer S. Ozan
Stacey A. Paley
Lawrence M. Parente
Eric Prosperi
Holy C. Schomann
Randi B. Seliger
Patricia A. Shapiro
Rosemarie Shepard
Barbara A. Sheridan
Cynthia A. Simon
Michael P. Snyder
Robert A. Sofge
Gillian B. Stauch
David S. Weidenbaum
Maria S. Yood
Albin Zielaskowski

*** Summa Cum Laude - signifies a cumulative grade-point average of 3.75 or above.
** Magna Cum Laude - signifies a cumulative grade-point average of 3.50 to 3.74.
* Cum Laude - signifies a cumulative grade-point average of 3.25 to 3.49.
Bachelor of Arts
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
MAY 16, 1993

Dana Paige Absgarten *
William Neil Ackner
Peter Richter Albertson
Mohammad Kazim Ali *
Jeanne Marie Alloy **
Matthew Jack Altman *
Gary S. Altschul
Elaine A. Amabile
Robert Alexander Anderson III
Nicolle Andreé Androphy ***
Ed Jason Aifonuevo
Donna Marie Antico
Melissa Lynn Arm
Marla Reina Areesty
Deborah Anne Arthur
Ronald Michael Balle
Robert Mark Barad
Tricia Aileen Barker
Joshua Barry Baron
Michelle Marie Barringer
Rachel Rebekah Bates
Susan Margaret Bedry
Joseph Raymond Bellber **
† Amy Michele Bergenfeld
Jean-Pierre Beugoms ***
Audrie Lynn Bionda
Daphne A. Bladen **
Suzanne Marie Bloodgood
Christopher Andrew Bloom **
Mark Leonard Blumenfeld *
Christina Louise Boemsen
Caryn Deena Bokor
Scott Charles Boller **
Lia M. Bora
Christopher Bors *
Gianpietro Bottini
Michael Robert Bowes *
Stacie Bowman **
Cynthia Anne Brennan
Damian Francis Brennan *
Heather Marie Britt **
Elizabeth Revt Brown
Jeffrey Kevin Brown **
Roberto Antonio Brown
Shai Leynette Brown
Robert Kenneth Browning
Stacie Jean Brunet
Karen Anne Buckhoff
Robert H. Buell *

Lorraine Burton **
Ray Anthony Burton
Janine Theresa Buxton
David Evan Byers
Steven E. Calick
Carla Calderón
Christina Lyn Calise *
Anthony Canzanella
Marie Grace Cappello
Rhonda Denise Carter
Joan Marie Caska
Thea Christine Celentano
Gail Ellen Charlson ***
Cheng Yin Josephine Chew *
Andria Meredith Chin
Kimberley B. Chipenbure
Lisa Chu
Charles Chun
Kira F. Citéron
Drew R. Clark
Nicole Noel Clark
Makeba Latique Clay
Amy Lyn Clupper *
Dana Sheryl Cohen
Timothy James Coleman
Marie Ann Collins *
Matthew Hugh Conlon
David Martin Connelly
Wendy Lee Connelly *
James Joseph Considine **
Peter James Coombs
Catherine Michelle Cordell
Simon Jacques Courines *
Jeffrey Creter *
Brunilda Yvette Cruz
Amy Robin Cucchiara *
Brian Conlan Cuneo *
Barbara J. Curtis
Karen Leslie Curtis
Mary Frances D’Amico
Ian S. D’Giff
Michael Winfield Damor
Sandra Eileen Daniels *
Amy Sue Danto
Eric Joseph David
Sloan Davis
Thomas J. Davis
Madeline De La Rosa
Christopher John Decker
Pierre A. Defendini
Deborah S. DeGeorge *
Renée L. DeVall *
Linda Lee Diago
Kattlin Diaz
Gordon C. Dick
Margaretta Una Dickson
Domenico Di Grazia
Christopher Irving Jules Dipple
Patricia Lee Dollase *

Colleen M. Downes **
Angela Lynn Dumont **
Cynthia A. Dunbar
Christine Esposito
Annette A. Ettick
Mary E. Fadale
Megan Aileen Fairlie ***
Mary Jo Farren
Daniel Darrow Feldman **
Patricia Ferreria
Denise Marie Ferris **
John Fico
Denise D. Fitzgerald
Dennis James Fitzgerald
Susan Mary Fitzgerald
Kathleen Ann Fitzpatrick *
Thomas Patrick Flood
Brigitte Ann Foland
Lori Anne Follett *
Lauren Ray Forgash
Christian Wilbank French
Michael Friedland
Amy Elizabeth Friedman *
Pamela Jill Fruch
Maria Gagliardi
Ann-Marie Galasso
Jeffrey Michael Gallonio
Maryellen Galvin
Jason Taylor Gacone
Jennifer Giannotti
Michelle Lynn Gibbons ***
Gail Gibson
Timothy Ronald Gillette **
Eileen Jennifer Ginsberg
Erica Fay Glazer
Amy Dawn Goldberg
Victoria Edna González Somers
Ross F. Goodman
Tracy M. Gore
Stacy Katherine Gordon *
Geraldine Mary Grady *
Anita LaShawn Grundy
Gina Marie Greco **
Jodie Melissa Green
Stephen Green
Jodilynn Elise Greico **
Michelle Ann Griffith
Kelle Kathleen Grimm-Covey
Blythe Jasmine Gross
Eileen Marie Guerci
Thomas Anthony Guillo
Blasita Veronica Guzman
Sharon Guzman
Stacy Michele Haber *
Linda M. Hamell ***
JoAnne Bridget Hans
Tracey Lynn Harmon
Mikiko Haru
Adam Scott Harris
Stacy R. Laufgraben
Hugo Francisco Levi
Randy Adam Levy
Eric Orin Lindquist
Janice Master
Peter Randall McGrath *
James Michael Merlino *
Colleen Mary O’Connor *
Kathryn Jean Pavlias
John Charles Peeples
Robert Dwight Perry III **
Jannine C. Walton *
Caroline Sloan Witte
Amy Lynn Yauch

Master of Arts

CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
MAY 16, 1993

Gwynneth E. Anderson
Steven J. Basadur
Lynda Diana Bassette
Gregg James Berninger
Curtis D. Bliss
Olga Vladimirivna Boudaraguina
Ligia D. Bravo
Michele Louise Calvosa
Geoffrey Albert Carlson
Pat Murphy Carrasco
Joseph Cavalcante
Michael John Cheijnacki
Henry Hays Crimmel III
Elizabeth Iza Burns Davis
James Richard Davis
Stacey Nathalean Dawes
Lynda Kay Dayley
Donna Marie Drescher
Eileen Marie Fisher
Michele V. Forte
Elizabeth Mary Frenette
Martina Frick
Keith A. Furman
Gustavo Vladimir Garcia
Kenneth Drew Gordon
Eric Andrew James Grobecker
Jeffrey Hugh Harmon
Nancy Elizabeth Henderson
Chavivya Beth Hirsch

Helen E. Idoso
Veronica Fitzgerald Keedy
Christopher James Koebuske
Michele Roselle LiCausi
John R. Malboeuf
Victoria Ann Malossi
Mary Reed McCall
Patricia Mary Messing
Daniel Francis O’Connor
Christopher Lawrence Phelps
Ricardo Ramos-Tremo’ada
Stephanie C. Ruel
Harald Schmidt
Jeffrey S. Selby
Robert M. Seltzer
Margaret Daxheimer Sherwood
Lisa Beth Sommenstein
Milena A. Tarasev
Sophia A. Tekmitichova
Paige Anne VanKeuren
Emma Jean Wallace
Michele Anna Yarnes

DEGREES COMPLETED
DECEMBER 24, 1992

Mary Beth Carson Becker
Todd Vincent Carangelo
Ruma Chawla
Daniel Jon Fairchild
Anamaria A.G. Filpo
Kathleen Kavanagh Ficrillo
Cynthia L. Fixx
Scott M. Gilman
John G. Healy
Jennifer D. Hyatt
Glenn H. Inghram
Cory Charles Kirchert
Lewanda B. Lim
Kenneth John Lindblom
Chantal J.L. Monclair
Joan Courtney Reid
Judith E. Scher
Jean Stover
John Vincent Torquato
Daniel Timothy Weaver

DEGREES COMPLETED
AUGUST 22, 1992

Julie Dianne Barnes
Aida Margarita Blot
Bonny Ellen Bogert
Margaret Anne Bouck
Lisa Marie Delehanty
Patrick W. Faherty
Marjorie Joan McShane
Catherine T.C. Mecch
Gregory John Mele
Lil Miao
Jennifer Meghann Murphy
Patricia Lynn Pillsworth
William Robert Sands

Sharon L. Stenson
Elizabeth Ann Stevens
Andrea K. Willison

Master of Fine Arts

CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
MAY 16, 1993

Michael Owen Gaynes
Barbara D. Harris
Wendy Joy Lewis
Robert Allen Metserk
Joanna Lee Osburn
Sheila E. Ryan

DEGREES COMPLETED
DECEMBER 24, 1992

Andrew Evan Boardman
Stephen Leonard Caruana
Deborah Dunwoodie
Rakefet Gilad
Benjamin H. Jones
Michelle H. Rock

Certificate of Advanced Study

CERTIFICATES AWARDED
AUGUST 22, 1992

Marjorie Joan McShane
Carola Uta Zavalidroga

Russian Translation
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Bachelor of Arts

CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
MAY 16, 1993

Gina Marie Adamo
Jonathan Samuel Baker
Kirsten Dawn Belles
Scott D. Belous
Lisa Rachel Bulhack
John Burke
Christopher W. Cala
Dana John Caswell
Amy Beth Dansky
Robert A. Dapaah
Maryann Dastoori
David Brian Dotterer
Phyllis Ann Erikson
Roberta Joseph Pais
Matthew Bret Feinstein
Maureen Helen Fioresi
Kerry Noelle Fischer
Aubrey Lowell Freiberg
Maria Christine Gianetta
Eric Harris
Thomas Farnan Herrick
Daniel John Hludzinski
Douglas Alan Israel
Marisa Angela Jasenski
Tardis D. Johnson
Bruce Edward Kinisky
Andrew Joseph Kurtz
Peter Liu
Terry Lynn Mayers
Eric P. Nilsen
Jennifer Concepcion Petryszyn
Andrea Isabel Phillips
Germeno Pinto
Michele Dana Rogers
Lucas Reo Ruesch
Jennifer J. Scheff
Erika Lyn Schmerd
Eric Wayne Siegelman
John Carroll Small
Kathleen Ann Stanley
Cassandra Ann Stanton
Robert Edward Stubbs
Sandra Tarkovich
John Bryan Verheul
Caryn Melissa Wasserman
Jacqueline R. Weyer
Michael Charles Wezwick
Christopher Joseph Wos

DEGREES COMPLETED
AUGUST 22, 1992

Anthony D. Biz
Jennifer Carmel Chimenti
Lauren Anne Cutler
Joseph P. Dauroio
Christopher Eustace Ferrando
Mary Angelic Gangoy
Michele Marie Germain
Belen L. Lebeque
Kevin Thomas Liberto
Shari Anna Liss
Paul Steven Mackles
David Jason Moses
Adam Seth Polsky
Antonio Leonardo Reda
Harry Michael Spyropoulos
Andrei Kaoru Uyehara
Mark W. Wadsworth

Bachelor of Science

CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
MAY 16, 1993

Andrew John Alexopoulos
Jeffrey James Anderson
Peter Armstrong
Daniel H. Aviv
Melanie Joice Barish
Richie Basdeo
Arthur Dennis Bauer
Michael B. Beach
Mark Steven Beaulieu
Stephen Walter Bedell
Marc Kenneth Bergen
Jennifer Pearl Berger
Dominic Biney-Amissah
Michael George Bitter
Nancy Bonaro
Daniel James Bonville
Richard Alan Booth
Aaron Martin Burke
Randall Edward Burton
Karen Louise Butler
Daniel James Byrne
Paul J. Caiano
Robert Charles Caputo
Michael G. Carboni
Val Anthony Catrini
Michael J. Cemps
Anthony Peter Cerilli
Richard Allen Challed, Jr.
John C. Chi
Chang H. Cho
Brian Keith Christopher
Rocco Anthony Ciccone, Jr.
Jennifer Lee Claves
Scott Allen Cohen
John M. Connell
Sandra Creamer
Kristine Margaret Cronk
Christopher John DalCeredo
John Allen Daniels
Patricia T. DeIaeta
Dorotea DeFrancesco
Ioannis A. Demetriades
Christopher DePasquale
Christina Marie DiLanni
Matthew S. DiNardo
Michael Dolphin
Timothy Jason Drumm
Catherine Janet Farrell
Russell D. Fedor
Danielle Marie Fetterer
Kent S. Findley
Jeanne Anne Foster
Christopher John Freed
Beth Robin Furman
Scott Adam Garbowitz
Deidre Jane Gilday
Howard Evan Giteison
Alane Janice Goldberg
Jill Melissa Goldman
Jason Eric Goldstein
Jane A. Greenko
Cory Haines
James A. Harding
Nicolle Yvonne Hargraves
Carolyn Louise Harris
Daniel Harrison
Vanessa Audrey Harry
Monique Renee Havasy
Kimberly Anne Hawks
Brian P. Heaton
Erica Lyn Henkel
Michele Lee Herdt
Karen Marie Higdudcheck
Lori Jean Hojnacki
Ira Robert Holub
David Philip Houle
Alan Kung Cheng How
Alan Wah Huie
Daniel H. Hunt
Todd A. Hutchinson **
Kenneth John Hwang
Steven John Jacobson
Paul Franklin Jamason
Christopher John Jezewski
Lakshmi Priya Kancherlapalli
Matthew Thomas Kantor
Lauren Beth Kaplan *
Jean E. Kelsey **
John Kim
Gregory Robert Kirkpatrick
Robert Michael Klein **
Joseph Stanley Korkin ***
Gregory Jason Kornhaber
Sarit Kritzman *
Lisa Sharon Kushins
Alison Eve Kyler*
Gregory Thomas Lanthier
Judy Ann LaRue
Marni Jae Lasner **
Mina J. Lebitz
Gerard Brent Leclerc
In-Soo Lee
Marc A. LeFebvre
Lisa K. Lehman
Jardena Rose London
Martha Louis
Gregorio Antonio Luciano
Raymond Scott Lukus *
Christopher S. Lyon
Amy J. Ma
George Vincent Manahan ***
Christine R. Maney
Adrienne Marie Mango
Dylan Isaksen Manna
Michael Mannino
Willy Joachim Marascot
Megan Dorothea Meldrum
Elaine Marie Mele
Nerissa Alvarez Mescalillo
Mara Lynn Meyerson *
Stephanie Ann Milvo
Tracy L. Misner
Johanna May Mitchell *
Marc Leonard Mizrachy
Gary Allen Mort
Ari Moskowitz
Gerald R. Mueller, Jr. *
Edward Murach
April Mae Navarra
David Gary Newvine
Brian Joseph Niland *
Maureen Ann O'Brien
Scott Joseph O'Brien
Scott M. O'Brien
Tasha Elaine O'Connor
Christopher Glenn Ouimet
Darren M. Pamata
t
James George Papamikolau
Michael Vincent Perrego
Lee Cassandra Perry
Elizabeth Alessandra Phillips
Lentaire Leo Pierre
Aileen Vivian Putto
Jayson Scott Podder
Carey Jamie Polese ***
James Thomas Rufferty
Nicolas Raio
Jonathan Bascos Rebosa
Andrew Lewis Reingold
Stephen Brian Rensnick
John Anthony Reyes *
Thomas Matthew Risko
Jan Marie Rizzuto ***
Eric Frederick Rockmore *
Joshua Gabriel Rosenblum
Nicole Alyson Ruthman
Scott John Saffer
Hera Sambatziotis *
Linda Susan Sartori
Robert Timothy Sax *
Stephanie Anne Scales
Gregory Simon Schenk **
Eric Steven Schwame
Richard Walter Sondheim
Thomas Martin Sell
Shashin Girish Shal
Jenny Shum
Victor Joseph Sigoda
Lawrence Michael Silverberg
Michael Louis Simon
Todd Adam Singer
David Charles Skee
Carl David Smith
Craig Douglas Smith *
Patricia Ann Snicer **
Devin Parrish Squeri
Lisa Marie Steranka
William Andrew Strauss *
Charisie Olivie Strickland
Sonia Suklijan
Claire B. Sullivan
Aline Sun
Yee Ling Tai
Elizabeth Mary Tandy
Zhengrong Tang
Thidaporn Tanapatana
Dana Ann Taylor **
David Harrison Teagay **
Anthony Nicholas Thanopoulos *
Anthonie Alman Thom
Robert Bradley Tiger *
Jeffrey Lewis Tozari ***
Mary Virginia Torres
Rhea Toshi Utley **
Jessica Wynne Valde
Joseph John Valero
Nicola Robert Viaale
John David Walkerwicz
Jonathan Floyd Waruch
Adam Perry Wax *
Peter Richard Weigele
Marc Jason Weinstein *
Jennifer Lynn Whitacre
Eric D. Whitebread
Michael Glenn Wiener
Richard John Wieting *
Tracy Ann Williams
Lisa Winter
Steven Gregory Wintonick
Russell K. Wong *
Andrew Charles Wood ***
Raymond Francis Woron
Jin S. Yhu
Paul S. Yoon **
David Znabi *
Frank Zardzeed III *
Beth Zigmond *
DEGREES COMPLETED
DECEMBER 24, 1992
Daniel Florian Acquard
Yvonne E. Aivaliotis *
Marc A. Antonyal **
Seth Barack Blattman
William Scott Cicero
Maria Teresita Connery
Eugene Marcus Cooper
Alexandros Diamantis
Warren Arthur Dorsch
James Joseph Duncklee
Christopher P. Dunlop **
John Christopher Ehlen
Donna Marie Farewell
Jeffrey Alan Fitz Gerald
Jennifer Beth Plaum
Carlos E. Flores
Debbie Puentes ***
Lisa Marie Gilmore
Stephen Matthew Graber
Gabrielle Hamilton
Craig Allen Handler **
Sharon Lynn Hausman ***
Christopher Ronald Higgins
John T. Jaster
Justin A. Jones *
Michael Louis Keegan
Kasi Lyn Kell **
Hoi Yi Koo
Ronald Kowalski
Alfred Grahame Leach IV ***
David Marc Mallin
Joseph Daniel Marsh
Shawn Michael Mayo
Andrew M. Moskowitz
F. Kevin Naderi
Frank Michael Nocera
Neville Pervez Pavri
Jeremy David Pickreign **
Matthew John Reisner
Christine H. Russell
Cori Lynn Russell
Kevin James Shufon
Master of Science

CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
MAY 16, 1993

Holly Irene Ahern
Anuradha Bheemineni
Jeffrey Alan Chapman
Kuo-Liang Chen
Tzu-Ni Chen
Yihwen Chen
Whei-Long Chung
Clarmen X. Cruz
Karen Cummings
Ellen E. Cutler
Claudia Johanna Dettelbacher
Gerard Fumo
Stefan Gris
Randal W. Herbert
Rolf Herrmann
Nai-Cheng Ho
Marie Seaman Isokpunwu
Chandra Sekhar Kanchetapalli
Li-Fen Kang
Gay Kendall
Brian Richard King
Frank Kober
Thomas Rudolf Koch
Peter Aleis Kuhn
Hung Wal Lee
Ming-Tao Li
Yi-Jen Lin
Zhichao Ling
Devon Bruce Mason
Kevin John Matthews
Keith Wayne Meier
Sinan Ovunc
Kunbin Qu
Sangeetha B. Rao
Shoba Rao
Guenter Arthur Reuscher
Maria-Em Roland Schettel
Elbert James Schermerhorn
Stefan Peter Schmitt
Philip Nicholas Schumacher
Guido Saspa Sena, Jr.
Te-Hsin Shih
Laurn Stolley Smith
Matthias Robert Strobel
John Joseph Tasick
Steven John Tice
David Michael Wachtel
John William Waechter
Wai Chou Wan
Weimin Wang
Frank Reiner Wappler
Helmut Wenisch

Gang Wu
Le-Ya Wu
Tunc Yildirim
Yicheng Zhuang

DEGREES COMPLETED
DECEMBER 24, 1992

Manish Ramgopal Baktua
Janet Arlie Barnett
Chi-Chao Chang
Fang-Yu Chien
James William Heron
Manjit Singh Kohli
Shun-Wen Lo
Richard James Lofaro
K. N. Manjularani
Linda Ann Shelton
Silvino Sousa
Shuang-Qing Tang
Anh-Tuan Tran
Michael Peter Turcich

DEGREES COMPLETED
AUGUST 22, 1992

Christoph Arz
Volker Bruchert
Shih-Liang Chao
Daoming Chen
Ho-Nan Chen
Xi Chen
Sunil C. Cherian
Kevin Michael DeLuca
Paul A. Favata
K. Krishnakumar
Carlis J. Krone
Jal Kumar
Joseph J. Miller II
Meenakshi Nagarajan
Elizabeth Pfeifg Nickles
Jennifer Nkrumah
Yianakks N. Pitas
Shahram Sadeghi-Naini
Rabindranauth Samaroo
Hsing-Wei Wu
Li-chuan Shalome Xing
Hongrong Zhao

Master of Arts

CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
MAY 16, 1993

Laurie Beth Cohen
Chantal Mary Dietemann
Michael Jameson Foster
Amy Robin Fox
Stacy Dawn Goldberg
Patrick A. Grande
Abdel Kader Hamdan
Laurie A. Johnson
Douglas John Lukaszewski
Heidi Bromley Newman
Varda D. Pandya-Vaughan
Maria Psaropoulou
Michael David Romero
Harold Henry Smith, III
Mycroft John Sowizral

DEGREES COMPLETED
DECEMBER 24, 1992

Kenneth B. Niccoli

DEGREES COMPLETED
AUGUST 22, 1992

David M. Neidhart
Judith Lynne Price

Curtis Lee Pyke
Roxanne M. Rosano
Holly Christine Siebert
Robert Gene Underwood

DEGREES COMPLETED
AUGUST 22, 1992

Bruce David Applebaum
John Edward Bautista
Barbara Lewis Carman
Rita Chowdhury
Louis Joseph Cutil, Jr.
Mary E. Donohue
Theresa Bridget Francisco
Wintherer Elise Lawrence
Thomas Francis Lilly
Stephen Angelo Lomascolo
Susan Diane McCarty
Jeffrey F. Miller
Rahul M. Patel
Mitchell S. Silverman
Eric Richard Silvestri
Axel Quinn Ward
Raymond Thomas Wong

DEGREES COMPLETED
DECEMBER 24, 1992

David M. Neidhart
Judith Lynne Price
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Bachelor of Arts

CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
MAY 16, 1993

Norman A. Abramowitz
Aileen Acevedo
Eve Marie Adams
Michael Patrick Adams
Raymond Robert Adams
Jennifer Lee Adamski
Adam D. Addelston
Ileana Adorno
Kimberly Lauren Aita
Marlena M.J. Aldahondo
Jodi Holden Alex
Angelique Patrice Allen
Stephanie Alvarez
James P. Amorelli
G. Joseph Andres III
Brian Jon Andrews
David James Antonacci
Lorin Kim Anzalone
Rob J. Appel
Janice Archer
Keith Abosé Arist-Neequaye
Delares Armer
Catherine Frances Arnold
Jennifer Lee Aichinson
Richard Aureliien
Lisa Reneé Austin
Robert Clifford Austin
Michael Kain Bachmann
Susan M. Baker *
Affar Bakshe
Frank Dominic Balduzzii, Jr.
Lisa Shavanda Ballance
Kevin Boyd Ballard
Jennifer Lee Baniak
Curtis Jerome Banks, Jr.
Justine P. Barbieri
Gayle Alexandra Barbuto **
Kevin R. Barry *
Sarah Ann Barton **
Michele L. Batchelder
Bonnie Suzanne Bauman
Rufina Altugracia Bautista
John Milton Baynes
Claudette Vesta Barile
Robert Michael Bell
Paul Joseph Bellingen
Jill Stacy Bellowin
Kevin James Belzer
Linda Ruth BenEzra

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude

Stephanie Laine Benezra
Brian K. Bennett *
Jill Elaine Bennett
Karen Susan Berger
Jennifer Leigh Bergeron *
Eric Damian Bergmann
Jeffrey Scott Berman
Cara Beth Bernstein *
Lori Lynn Betulia
Jennifer Lynn Betz
Tonya Janine Blacker **
Dionne Marie Blackshear
Oliver Napoleon Baise III
Carrie Ann Blanchard **
Neenah Alethea Bland
Roger M. Bloom
Jeremy Isaac Bogosian
Fabienne Erica Boivert
Matthew John Bollerman
Joseph J. Bonacci
Kenneth Barry Borsykowsky
Richard W. Bosch III
Sandralee Boucard
Hope Ann Boxwill
Jennifer Ann Braccini ***
Jennifer Claire Braune *
Laurie Pamela Brauner
Jennifer Allana Bazzar
Scott Howard Breier
Stephen Michael Brennan
Hydele Bresler
Amy Leigh Britt
Joshua Seth Brody
Bethany S. Brooks *
Natasha Denise Brown
Robin Staci Brown
Jennifer Elaine Brynaert
Giovani Burgos *
James Daniel Burns
Scott A. Bursor
Lesia Alexis Burts
Jean M. Bush *
Janice R. Buzby ***
Stephen Christopher Byrne
Jung-Hyea Byun
Jennifer Calamari
Elyan Calderon
Linda Marie Calise
John Michael Calvo
Natalie Jane Campagna
Janet Marie Campbell
Nadine Alice Canino
Assunta L. Cannone
Lisa Marie Canonico *
Carol Carlson
Erie Chris Carlson **
Thomas Girard Carlson
Gail M. Caron
Patrick Ryan Carroll

Edward Casas
Cullen Caughtron
Tracy Elizabeth Chamard ***
Benjamin Chia-Lin Chang
Gregory Charczenko
Walter T. Chomosky
Russell Everett Chittum
Kook J. Cho
Karyn Meredith Cholewa
Helen Cho
Gina Ann Christopher
Minakshi Chudasama
Terence Paul Clendinning **
Susan Elizabeth Cline
Marc D. Cohen
Marcia Lynn Collins
Christine Catherine Commander
William Francis Connell
Charlisse Lynette Conway
Lawrence Howard Cooper
Gregory Matthew Cortez
Kelly Anne Cosentino
Michelle Cottone
Harris W. Cowan
Annette Elizabeth Coyle
Mark Akive Creiner
Jamaal D. Cross
Joan Christine Crounse
Joseph Stefan Csomak
David W. Cunningham **
Dwight David Cunningham
Catherine Anne Cusack
Maryann D’Asgostino
Michelle Anne D’Allaird
Dawn Ann D’Amelia
Candice D’Auria
Christopher John Dai
Scott A. Dalton
Russell David Daly
Jeanne Lorraine Dangel
Elab Andre Danticat
Marcy Daub
Claudia Lynn Davis
Robert Matthew Davis
Lisa Ann Decina
Christopher Richard DelBene
Christopher Michael DeMaso
Sharon Demofsky
Richard P. DePasquale *
Christopher E. DeSain
Barbara Despaing
Carl John DeVito
Robert A. Dianni
Toni Marie DiDonna
Jason Alexander Dineen
Byron A. Divins, Jr.
Matthew W. Dockins
Benjamin Joseph Domingo
Virginia M. Donohue
Richard Pisnoy
Debra Lynn Plaskett
Marc Anthony Porrata
Scott Willard Powell *
Rodney Clifton Powis
Louis Pratts
Marika Lynne Pritchett
Kristine A. Prock
Brian Scott Quay
Emilio Patricio Quines
Amy Eileen Quinn
Sandy Radovich
Janet Ralston ***
William Gordon Ramsey I
Patricia LaRose Ramsey
Simma Lesley Rashba *
Marc A. Rauch
Edward Anthony Reder
Joi Marie Rebasti
Mara Ann Reitter
Carrie Elizabeth Remis
Melissa A. Restani
Anna G. Reyna
Lester Rhece *
Diane Riback
Sandra Lynn Richel
Kirstie Anne Rickett
Marc Rind
Jerrold Vincent Rispoli
Lydia Lizzette Rivera
Ann Marie Rivers
Jenny Christina Rizzo *
Paulette Michelle Robert
Charmaine Z. Roberts
Craig Scott Roberts
Adrienne Julia Robinson
Tanya Yvette Robinson
Stephen Charles Rocamobi *
James Thomas Rodden
Kelly F. Ronan
Mary Teresa Roney
George D. Rosamond
Joseph Anthony Rosato, Jr.
Lauren Michelle Rosen
David Myles Rosenberg
Shawne M. Rosenberg
David Eli Rosenthal
Steven Jay Rosenthal
Stuart Alan Rosenthal
Craig Darren Rosenzweig
Matthew Rosenzweig
Adam Scott Rothman
Randi Rothman
Susan Lynne Rothheid
Linda J. Rouse
Jennifer Royce
James T. Rozalewycz **
Christopher John Ruskay
Kerry Ann Ryan
William Ryan
Anthony Sabatino
Jason Nathaniel Sabloff
Rayna Joy Sacknowitz
Robert Neil Sahr
Ellen Michele Samuels
Carlos Bernard Sanchez
Marcos Manuel Sanchez
Elaine Santangelo
Adrian Santiago
Isabel Mercedes Santiago
Diane C. Santspree
Scott Howard Saperstein
Craig Deitrich Sasse
Floyd Eugene Saunders, Jr.
Elissa Robin Savid
Hillary Blake Savid
Jennifer Patrice Savitzky
Evangelos C. Savva *
Sandra Scaranitno
Robin Miche Schmulson *
Sherry Lynn Schneiderman
Holly Charlotte Schomann ***
Craig Allan Schorling
Amy D. Schutz
David Craig Schwartz
Lorraine Ruth Schwartz
Amy Lynn Sciangula
Dawn E. Sciortino
Jaydene Chris Scofield
Stephanie Faith Scott
Jennifer Lynn Scully
Anne Mary Seltzer
Jacquelyn Nicole Sessa
Manoj K. Shankar
Denise Mary Shankley
Karl N. Sheffield
Elizabeth Sheridan
Kelli Kirsten Sherman
Kendra Shore
Dana Siménn Siegal
Chris Michael Siegel
Jordan H. Siegel
Mitchell Seth Silberman
Beth Alyse Silver
Jason Mark Silverman
Mark Joseph Silvestri
Olga M. Silwany
Lauri Simon
Laurie Robyn Simon *
Betty L. Simpson
Craig Singer
Nancy L. Singer
Nirmata Kaur Singh
Ritu Singh
Suzanne Marie Siriani
Cheryl Joy Skinner
Courtland William Smith
Eric Justin Smith
Karen Marie Smith
Katherine Frances Smith
Monique Helen Smith
Sabrina A. Smith
Tina L. Smith
David Ivan Smokler
Kara Ann Snizek
Howard James Snyder
Michael Preston Snyder
Robert Alan Sofge **
Stacey Louise Sofka
Evelyn Ann Solomon
Nadia Lee Solomon
Richard Barrett Spector
Elissa Michele Sperling *
Gail Robyn Sprague
Andrew A. Srebnik
William Arthur Starz **
Theresa E. Stasiuk
Daniel Forrest Steil
Marni Noel Stein
Stephanie Lauren Stein
Brian Russell Stern
Brian J. Stickevers
Elizabeth Marie Stock
Russell A. Stoper
Rose Ian Strauss *
Kara Marie Strony
Jacqueline Ann Sullivan *
Bonnie Hope Sweitzel
Dennis S. Tait
Richard Francis Taranto
Kirsten Lee Taylor *
David Garrett Tecler
Glenn David Teichman *
Patrick Michael Testo
Rachel Jennifer Thomasheetsky *
William Richard Thurston
Jennifer Gail Tifford ***
Joseph Tilves
Peer George Tingus
Elisabeth Hallie Tischler
Lisa Marie Tomanelli *
George Andrew Tomaras
Neville Alfred Tonge
Lisa Marie Toomey
Lance Brian Topol
Jeffrey Russell Traugot
Allison Lee Trent
Paul Thomas Trotti
Michelle Mary Tsounis
John A. Tucci
Rebecca Ann Tucker
Marianne Margit Tully
Juliet Ann Turallo
Karla Jean Turek
 Lori G. Turk
Christopher James Twomley
Beth Ullman
Gina M. Urciuoli **
Scott E. Vaccaro
Stacey Ann Vail
Gina Maria Valenta
Donna Marie Valenti
Vincent M. Valentino
Gerold Vanderpot
Eugenia Vasilakos
Eugene Everett Vass II
George Vaughn
Soraiya A. Vernon
Christopher Allan Verwys ***
Jacqueline P. Virag
Anthony J. Vona
Jennifer Susan Vaver *
Andrew Wackett ***
David Truman Wait
Maddy Caren Walker
Kristen M. Wallingford ***
Jennifer Arlene Wallis *
Kelly Ann Walsh
Krista Denise Walker
Val Edmund Wanser
Eric Henry Warheit *
William Jason Warnken
Donyale Nicole Washington
Takehiro Watanabe ***
Anthony Weatherwax
Annette Maria Webber
David Scott Weidenbaum **
Stacy Melissa Weiner
Holly Lauren Weinstein
Rachel Noel Weiss
Alice J. White
Claudia Anne Whalen
Stacey Lyn White
Wendy J. White
Perisha Margia Wilkins
Karen Abigail Williams
Mark Anthony Williams
Michael Wesley Williams *
Gary Steven Wills
Maryann Wilson
Jennifer Lynn Wehr *
Jennifer Shani Wolkoff
Craig Michael Wolynez
Lichelle Monee Womack
April Eve Wright
Laura Patrice Yellon *
Dong Jin Yi
Eleanor Michele Yolin
Marla Sharon Yood **
Philip Joseph Zair
Stefanie Dana Zanella
Laura Eve Zeliger
Marlene Zelkowitz
Gregory L. Zelo
Michael Edward Zeman
Sarah M. Zevin
Vincent Zito

DEGREES COMPLETED
DECEMBER 24, 1992

Okan Kamil Akbas
Gary Arthur Alvord, Jr.
Michael Scott Amico
Guy Arad
Kaoru Ariyasu **
Frances V.A. Atkinson

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude

Michael Jay Baker
Tiffany Elizabeth Barbato
Susan Brydges Barlow
Sabino Lawrence Basso
Mark David Battagino
Lisa Lorraine Benfield
Christine Mary Benson *
Lisa M. Bitter
Florence Farnell Bolton *
Michael Ralph Boyd
Terence Patrick Breen
Michael Charles Breslau
Peter Blake Burdick
Beverly Roena Barnett
Julie-Mae Cammer *
Mary Lou Cappellano
Dawn Maria Cerroto
Francine L. Civitello
Roxxan Rebecca Clarke
Jeffrey Allen Coher
Tina Collarelli *
David Michael Cook
Steven Jerome Cook
Emily Lawler Corcoran
Eric Correa
Martine Valentine Dallemalle
Harold Richard Danzis III
Denise Angela Davis
Erik Deidan
Michelle Dickens
Taisha Renee Dickerson
Kimberly Ann Dingman
Raymond Patrick Dooley
Robert Bernard Durkin
Brian Paul Epstein **
Eric Scott Feingold
Frank Ficarra
Heather Holly Filkins
Brian P. Flynn
Marc B. Fogelman
Rachael M. Fort
Barry Allen Frankel
Susan Lee French **
Americo P. Frese
Charles James Fuller
William John Garvin
Michael S. Gates
Robert Michael Gibson
Marian Gilligan
Lisa Marie Girvin
Kim Laura Glatman **
Angelique Gonzalez
Glenn Edward Gorman
Kari Lynn Gravitz *
Sheila M. Greenhut *
Robert Hugh Griffiths
Melissa Julia Groat
Darcy Lynn Grudecki
Christine Marie Gykes
Gary Scott Hamlin *
Lori Jean Hefelfinger
Brodie Ransom Heimel **
Leonard L. Herrera *

Hirokuni Hirasuka
David Alan Hochheiser
Michele D. Horowitz *
David Indursky
Kathleen Anne Ingman ***
Rosemary Irvin
Sheri Helene Jacobowitz
Stephen Andrew Jacobs
Robert Neal Kaiser
Susan Jackson Karp
Victor Manuel Keenan De La Hoz
Margaret Ann Kieffer
Mark H. Kindiger
Ilana Margalit Klama
Michael Scott Kogan
Mark Douglas Kotay
Deborah Ruth Krauss *
Beth Allison Landau
Rachel Anne LaPorte
Joseph Michael Lasch *
Steven David Layton
Joseph David Leonard
Michael Corey Levy
Michael S. Levy
Christopher John Lewis
Heather McClure Lewis
Vencent James Lewis
Richard C. Liebi
Michael Jesse Lipner-Friedman
Sona Lynn Locci
Christina M. Loud
Jeannine Marie Macera
Gloria Anne Maciejewski
Wai Ling Mak
Angela Ann Mancini
Joseph Donald Mangine
Amy Virginia Manookian
Peter Jason Manos
Barbara Ann Marinic
Leonora Martin ***
Maureen V. May *
Tracy Lyn Mayo
Heather Mary McCart
Alex Bernard McClean
Christopher Wayne McClure
Randal R. McCoy
Gregory James McDermott
Carla Ann Mercogliano
Deirdre Leigh Merkin
Dan Michael Milken
Richard Alan Miller
Merilyn L. Missell
Panela Ann Miska-Cranza
Christian David Moller
Jeffrey E. Morlock
Tere Dovina Mozes
Nancy Mullenneaux ***
Victor Paul Murdoch
Julia Elizabeth Murphy
Karen Joyce Murphy
Meryl Beth Newman
Matthew Charles Newton
Angela M. Nichols
Bachelor of Science

CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
MAY 16, 1993

Erika Aftel *
Hope Noreece Bailey
Andrea M. Balzarini
Mark Evans Bryan
James Joseph Celestine
Ara Chung
Shannon Ruth Coleman
Patricia Mary Corcoran
Franz Josef de Leon
Adam Manning Gerson
Sean David Gilmore
Tracy Lynn Goldstein
Jared Seth Levy
Robert David Morel
Hyun Yeong Park
Kori Anne Radd
Yasmin S ohrawardy
Thomas Christopher Wessling

DEGREES COMPLETED
DECEMBER 24, 1992

Grace J. Kim
Lien Ngoc Nguyen
Charles David Scott
Susan Wu

DEGREES COMPLETED
AUGUST 22, 1992

Larry H. Lederhandler
Bert Ross, Jr.

Master of Arts

CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
MAY 16, 1993

Hilmar Peter Binzenhoefer
Barbara Lynn Bradley
Colleen Mary Breton
Susan Sprich Buckminster
John Carl Bullington
Laurie Marie Cambagna
Franco Caré

Barbara Louise Chapman
Mary Elizabeth Christiano
Deborah Jill Church
Michael John Clark
Elizabeth Sarah Coron
Christopher James Coyne
Todd Garrett Day
Ramona Ann Englebrecht
Robert Scott Faber
Liza Corrie Feldman
Alton Lorenzo Finch
Franklyn John Kennedy Fung
Joseph Anthony Galizia
Lawrence Gerard Gallery
Federico Emilio Garcia
David Arthur Gerhard
James D. Gilkey
Deborah G. Hall
Hauke Hartmann
Christa Jane Hay-Basile
Kyle Stephen Hudziak
Cindy Mathieson Ibecich
Robert Francis Irwin
John Francis Kennedy, Jr.
Kourtney Danielle Klossen
Ronald Eugene Kohler
Todd Alan Kreamer
Douglas R. Kruse
Brian C. Larkin
Katherine E. Larkin
Kathleen Anne LeBesco
Roselyn Ann Lesmond
David Francis Lowry
Michele Elise Lyons
Dawn Renée MacIntyre
Heather Karol McCarthy
Thomas Francis McGrath
James Vincent McLoughlin
Amadeo Meana
James V. Miller
Kimberly Ellen Miner
Todd R. Mohrmann
George Thomas Moosman, Jr.
Janice M. Morrison
John Edward Mullen
Thomas P. Myers
Johnny Kerry Newkirk
Michael Robert Oneill
Tod Micheal Ottman
Robert James Perrego
Jennifer Lynn Pike
Sandra Jean Pullyblank
Rashmi Rao
Julia Ravenscroft
Ivelina Romagosa
Victoria Santos
Ivonne Serrano
Wendy Gayle Silver
Celeste Ludmila Slovacek
Stephen J. Smith
Theresa A. Standish-Kuo
Lisa M. Stevenson
E. Paul Stewart

Bongsoo Suh
Gong B. Sun
Ayumi Takenaka
Nancy J. Thompson
George Charles Tremblay
Kelly Ann Underwood
Joseph Michael Verfenstein
David Paul Wehner
Daniel Herman Weiskott en
Tun-Ling Olivia Yang
Kathleen Yanni
Jae Har Yu
Xiaohua Zheng

DEGREES COMPLETED
DECEMBER 24, 1992

James J. Alconbright
Francisco Joel Cervantes
Eleanor Julia Cesarski
Chyung-fang Rebecca Chuang
Edward J. Crawley
Stefan Aleksander Czerwinski
Carl Daniel de Leon
Lawrence Kimball Ellis
Thomas M. Farina
Michael Joseph Goldblatt
Brian D. Gurian
Reginald Edward Hicks
Thomas Joseph Horn
David Andrew Kirschbaum
Minori Kumagai
Edith Munford Leong
Matthew William Locatelli
Edward James Lyons
Gregory Poole Miller
Manasse Nduwayo
Lucy Pellegrino
Charles Alan Pierce
Carmen Marie Radecki
Bruce Alan Raver
Christina Barbara Rieh
Mark William Schleisner
Bethann Erin Shopmyer
Joshua Seth Sloat
Howard Stephen Stock
Michael Tatarsis
Mayekwe Edgar Wamalwa
Jonathan C. Wettergreen
Yanan Zhang

DEGREES COMPLETED
AUGUST 22, 1992

Fahd Ibrahim Altouni
Michael W. Baer
Anuradha Basu
Joy Becker
Paul Edward Bellair
Pamela Marie Boehm
Victor Tyrone Capers
Tamu Chambers
Andrew Donnally Coates

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
Certificate of Advanced Study

Public History

CANDIDATES FOR CERTIFICATES
MAY 16, 1993

Kathleen A. McFadden

CERTIFICATES AWARDED
AUGUST 22, 1992

Laura-Eve Moss

Master of Regional Planning

CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
MAY 16, 1993

Richard Burnett Baker
Bradley Seth Birge
Marlon Desmond Bynum
Rohan Lloyd Campbell
Sabrina A. Flagler
Helen Julia Glynne
Robert Bruno Haramut, Jr.
Carle Peter Jensen
Homi Dinshaw Mistry
Thomas P. Myers
Carlos A. Nieto
Prakash Singh
Adam Jay Stormwind
Mark Steven Tinkler
Thomas Vincent Zyskowski

DEGREES COMPLETED
DECEMBER 24, 1992

Yayin Chu-Reimer

DEGREES COMPLETED
AUGUST 22, 1992

Chessy Qi Si
Bachelor of Science

CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
MAY 16, 1993

Bonita Abrahams
Lori Beth Acker **
Melissa Ellen Adler ***
Valerie Mindy Adler *
Martha Alford
Wendy Suzanne Allen *
Sandra Aimee Allore *
Martin Aaron Alperin
Eileen Helen Alsever
Lisa Marie Alutto **
Robert H. Ames III
Donna Marie Amoroso
Corey Andrew Anthony
John Lewis Arabio
Joel Arberman *
Tamra Asdal *
Yury Michael Ashkinadze *
Patrick Chris Azzarito
Allison Elaine Baisley **
Rosina Barba *
Theresa Alexandria Barrassi *
Jennifer Marie Barto
Jennifer Bashkoff *
Edward Kendall Bauman *
Eric G. Baumes, Jr.
Margaret K. Begley *
Matthew Wayne Bellinger *
Eric David Belsky
Bruce S. Berger *
Julie Marie Bethka
Cheryl A. Bielkievicz
Paula J. Biette
Tara Lee Bilow *
Alyse Faith Birnbaum *
Rebecca Robin Blake **
Steven Boni *
Raymond Alan Boyce
Jason S. Brenner
Bethany L. Bresnaider *
Nicole R. Bricaud
Jeannine Marie Brinn
Maria Arlene Brown **
Scott Martin Brown
Sharawil Melissa Bryan
Donna Marie Buebendorf ***
Keith Andrew Campion *
Alma Nivia Campis
Monique Catherine Carmichael *
Scott Kevin Carroll *

William J. Carroll
Katherine Ann Cassidy
José Luis Castillo
Jimmy Chen *
Kun Shan Chen
Mei Chun Chin
David Choi
Margaret Sheau-Hwa Chou *
Joseph Chun
Michael Michael Cibella
Allison L. Clark *
Christine Ann Clark *
Bennet Victor Cobalner **
Patricia A. Codere **
Laurie Ann Cooperman *
John Paul Cunningham
Matthew Francis Daly *
Lawrence Richard Danziger **
Walter Edward Darby
Jeffery Allen Davis *
Frank J. Deaton
Michael DeGetaento *
Vincent Patrick DeGeorges **
Einat Dekel ***
Todd Richard Denker *
Sherry Beth Denmark
Timothy W. Dieter
Scott Anthony DiMaggio *
Adam Michael Dinow ***
Dennis Owen Doherty *
Patricia Anne Donoghue *
Edward Michael Dooley *
Tracy Lynn Doyle ***
Annette Renéé Dugan
Aaron Pierce Eaton
Susan Loretta Ebel **
Paul Steven Ebert *
Jeffrey Eric Eckhaus
Tina Eng *
Robert Alexanderercorea
Shari Lisa Erkusi *
Silvy Fabrykant ***
Dorothy J. Fadell ***
Gregory Eric Feder
Lisa M. Feldman *
Patrick Christopher Healy *
Lisa Michelle Hegarty
Bryan D. Henderson
Mauricio Hernandez *
Richard Marshall Heuer *
Frances Catherine Hickey *
Michael James Hickey
Brian Ronald Hicks *
Gary Stewart Hill *
Candice G. Hirsch *
Naomi R. Hoffman *
Glenn Lawrence Honigman
Daniel R. Horowitz
William Anthony Irwin *
Adam Cory Israel
Paul Christopher Jansen *
Scott Bernard Jaracz
Sandra Jennek
Jerry Fung Joa
Robert William Jorgensen
Spencer B. Kahlah
Wan-shan R. Kao
Lenore Ruth Kaplan *

Carin C. Gane *
Lawrence Adam Ganz *
Rene Gusfavo Garcia *
Robert Garcia
Nicole Suzanne Gaynes
Thomas William Gazda **
Noel Edward Gebauer
Amy S. Gelfand
Victoria Raina Gemender *
Melanie Fran Gersfeld **
David James Gilbart
Bobbi Gochman
Sharon J. Goedgeberuere *
Louis Michael Goldberg
Victoria A. Gong
Jesus Gonzalez
Barr Todd Goodman
Shawn P. Goodspeed *
Lori D. Gordon *
Chad Evan Goolesman *
Deena Rachel Grainer ***
Marianne Grazier
William Thomas Greer ***
John Michael Gridley *
Michael Guldo
Craig J. Gurien
David Kohl Haase *
Matthew Scott Halkin *
Stuart Lawrence Halpen
Tara Dawn Halpern
Amy Debra Handwerker *
David Thomas Hanson *
Scott Robert Hansen
Christopher Hauck *
Thomas Haustein *
Katherine Marie Haven ***
Patrick Christopher Heuly *
Lisa Michelle Hegarty
Bryan D. Henderson
Mauricio Hernandez *
Richard Marshall Heuer *
Frances Catherine Hickey *
Michael James Hickey
Brian Ronald Hicks *
Gary Stewart Hill *
Candice G. Hirsch *
Naomi R. Hoffman *
Glenn Lawrence Honigman
Daniel R. Horowitz
William Anthony Irwin *
Adam Cory Israel
Paul Christopher Jansen *
Scott Bernard Jaracz
Sandra Jennek
Jerry Fung Joa
Robert William Jorgensen
Spencer B. Kahlah
Wan-shan R. Kao
Lenore Ruth Kaplan *

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
Brendan T. Walsh
Erika Marie Warnstadt ***
Glenn Marc Wasserman **
Michael T. Waterhouse **
Ilon Weiner
Russell Todd Weinstein
Cari Dawn Weisberger
Kathy Ann Wendling **
Matthew L. Wendroff **
Eric Pétér Weschke
Wendy M. Whitford
Michele Aileen Williams *
Julie Renée Winburn
John Michael Wit *
Jennifer Wolfson *
Craig Stuart Wolman *
Ching Ching Wong
John Wong
Miew Cheng Wong
Andrew David Wyman
Agatha Yip
Nichole N. Young *
Jacob Zadik **
Brian Robert Ziegler *
Elizabeth Rose Zumbo
DEGREES COMPLETED
DECEMBER 24, 1992
Phylis Lee Albano
Pradeep Albert **
Darryl R. Baldwin
Monica Rose Bisson
Gina Marie Bondi **
Marianne Booth **
Sharon Lynn Botsford ***
David Benjamin Brownstein
Michelle Maria Chilinski
Yeh-Fong Chong ***
John David Corson
Stephen Cucuzza
Daniele Luise Flickinger *
Kenneth Paul Freimann *
Christopher Robert Gebbia
Gary G. Gifford
Audra H. Greiff *
Loretta M. Hess ***
Helen Hom
Patricia Eileen Hommel
Robert Hsueh
Michael Colin Jos
Jonathan Darryl Klein
Ericka T. Leslie ***
James Leung
Deborah Lee Lohnes *
George L. Loidice
Linda Louie
Robert Louis McCallum, Jr.
Matthew B. McClosey
* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
David L. Merl ***
John James Mitchell *
Laresa Ann Moore *
Theresa Marie Nalley *
Kathleen Ann Neuville
Daniel Joseph Rascol
Susan Marie Rider
Michael P. Riley *
Sean Hugh Rooney *
Michael S. Sicherman **
Elizabeth J. Thackeray
Gregory F. Tortito **
Phillip Tripolone, Jr.
Josette M. Venuti
Michael C. Veal
Richard David Ward *
Mehdi Ben-Khan Zafar
DEGREES COMPLETED
AUGUST 22, 1992
Erick Arndt
André Batts *
Vernice Angela Creese
Mark Edward Gaeta
John Won Lee
Matthew James Mahoney
Tara Denise Mizell
Glenn William Nealis
Raymond Anthony Piccin
James Vincent Piccoli
Gregory Schellenberg
Joseph Joseph Sweet
Christine Lynn Sweet
Latonia Terese Williams

Master of Science

CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
MAY 16, 1993
Catheryn Ricketts Alexander
Thomas John Barone
Eva Buczynski
Robert William Carey
Chien-Wen Chang
Feng Kan Chang
Shuang Chen
Brian Eric Crowley
David Anthony Desany
Richard J. Gilmartin
Christopher Jon Hamer
Cathy Lee Hulle
Deborah E. King
Alison Sara Kurelas
Kyong-Ho Kwon
Anna Chi-Wan Leung
David D. Lindhurst
Andrea Mae Lupul
David Ma
Joan Berry Mainwaring
Thomas D. Martin
Marilyn Jean Mattice
Michele Gwen Privor
Thomas J. Restivo
John Joseph Scully III
Amrita Singh
Mark P. Stone
Michael Joseph Suba
Xiaoxin Tan
Meixia Merry Tang
Scott Jon Tuchschn
Rodney Allen Tillinghast
Mark Richard Valentine
John Gerard VanDenburgh
Nancy Ann Wallace
Craig S. Wechsman
Daniel Mark Weinberg
Marc Howard Weissman
Bernard Edwin Wilson
Meiyi Yin
Emerald Young

DEGREES COMPLETED
DECEMBER 24, 1992
Jodi Lisa Bloom
Salvatore Anthony D’Amato
Joseph John Esposito
Gail S. Gorski
Mary Ann Green Krulcik
Denise J. Marcella
John G. McLean, Jr.
Kathleen Ann Milroy
Kristen K. Pickhardt
Dorothy Ann Shields
Sanford Alan Stolar
Laura L. Warner

Master of Business Administration

CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
MAY 16, 1993
Shin Ignatius Akatanl
Daryl Lane Angell
Joseph Anthony Anzalone
Master of Arts

CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
MAY 16, 1993

Margaret Draper Ashe
Matthew C. Ballard
Brenda Lynn Botaits
Maryanne Cerne
Annmarie Cipollo
Aaron R. Dare
Stephen Earl Farenell
Daniel James Gould
Charles P. Hamilton
Thomas Edward Hornigan
Kristin Lee Houghton
Gregory Jones
Mary E. Kelly
Wesley M. King
Susan Terri Klein
Jeffrey Scott Knapp
Ilissa H. Kotzin
David Royal Lewis
Michael John Malone
Caroline Ann Marchina
Marcie Lynne McGuire
Jennifer Beth Nix
Frances Ann Reilly
Margie-Alice Reyes
Colette Nicolle Richardson
Amy Lea Sorensen
Mark Allen Taussig
Roberta Carolyn Tounance
Nancy Ann Volks
RoseEllen Guzman Walker
Monica Clare Wiggins

DEGREES COMPLETED
DECEMBER 24, 1992

Matthew Francis Argall
Tracy Ann Barnes
Christopher John Bellemian
Kathleen Anne Bronzert
Tracey Anne Carmichael
Kimberly Marie Charlot
Steven Kyle Davidson
Douglas J. Fournacere
Beth Ellen Gordon
Robert Karam Hussain
Martin Scott Kunitz
Jonathan Edwards Mapstone
Siobhan Bridget McCarrville
Lila J. Meeks

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude

Master of Science

CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
MAY 16, 1993

Ellen L. Adams
Patricia Kelly Anne Amering
Robert Armond
Annette Baum
Jacqueline Bell
Anne E. Bernstein
Mary Pat Bichteman
Faith M. Bolleman
Susan Marie Brainerd
Carey L. Brinsmaid
James Richard Brown
Rebecca Ann Brown
Janet Lee Bushman
Dawn T. Cabage
Linda Susan Cintula
Deborah Anne Cliver
Kenneth John Clough
Michele Marie Cook
Joseph Elizer Cordero
Ben Matthew Corpus
Lisa Marie Cristiano
Nancy Lee Csarny
Marybeth Dadd
Lisa Sue DeFeo
Heidi B. Dembling
Katherine Marie Detrick
Carol A. DiNovo
Patricia M. Donnelly
Anthony Joseph Fiiller
Barbara Elizabeth Finke
Denise Fokas

Mary A. Francese
Patricia Susan Gallo
Paulette R. George
Marguerite Elizabeth Gerlach
John Andrew Girard
Myles Patrick Goss
Michele Lynn Haggerty
James Alan Hart
Dorothy Louise Hasslinger
Veronica Coco Herrig
Andrea Hope Hoffer
Susan Joyce Hogan
Lorene Catherine Holmes
Daniel Hubert
Judy Lynn Hutchings
Kate Burnett Ingalls
Joan Deborah James
Lauren Lynn Javitz
Peter H. Jensen
Ivan Jishag Katz
Laura Sharon Katz
Mary Elizabeth Kelly
Carol Fortuin King
Sally Jane King Ward
Steven Martin Klein
Stephanie Jill Kling
Jacqueline Mary Knowles
Laura Margaret Kruegler
Michael Patrick Lanahan
Marie T. Layman
Terri Ann Lessard
Frances Fuchs Lohnes
Chia-Chen Lu
Richard James Lucatorto
Zenobia Antonioths Lyonsandrou
Kathleen M. Maguire
Marcella G. Marino
Sherry Lynne Matthew
Kelly Anne McDonnell
Diane Theresa McGrath
Paul A. McLean
Amy L. Meader
Terry Lynn Merken
Panayotiost Michaelides
Donna L. Michels
Madeleine Miller
Martin Miller
Jennifer Anne Milo
Jennifer Lynn Mistretta
Thomi Ann Mitchell
Anna Mohamed
Carrie Dee Moravcik
Tori Sue Moss
June M. Muto
Kristin Mary Oliver
Todd A. Paas
Jennifer Marie Paley
Welpling Pong
Joanne Jess Perry

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
DEGREES COMPLETED
DECEMBER 24, 1992

Glorimar Almodovar
Lauren Athanas
Bari J. Bannister
Mark E. Blackwell
James Patrick Boland
Amy Francesca Britt
Michelle Nadine Brown-Johnston
Pamela L. Brumbaugh
Kim Lanette Cannon
Scott Alan Carlton
Teressa Viada Casey
Theresa Marie Cheetham
Yin Zhang Chen
Laura Chin

Gregory Christodoulu
Leslie J. Churchill
Kathleen M. Collins
Karen Lynn Coppinger
Antoinette Renee Corne
Heather Mae Crone
Anna Dagostino
M. Andrea Daley
Nancy J. Dawson
Jennifer Jean DeGenio
Wanda Lynette Durden
Douglas Philip Frnoli
Johanna Rupley Garrison
Nancy Griffis
Eric Walter Habel
Jennifer S. Hayman
Andrea R. Hood
Lori Ann Hope
Hui-Wen Huang
Erik P. Johnson
Youngsil Kim
Evelyn B. King
Joanne Paula Kubricky
Fred A. Kurtz, Jr.
Lisa Ann Lang
Margaret Lange
Sharon Albertin Langevin
Karen Ann Lasher
John J. Lawless
Coleen Patricia LeCours
Thomas Jude Leewee
Kenneth D. Leon
John J. Lyons
Pamela Ann Mantas
James R. Martino
Christopher L. Miller
Scott Mac Donald Petrequin
Colleen Ann Piccolino
Dorothy L. Porteous
Mary Victoria Reed
Annamari Louise Rice
Michael J. Rinaldi
Lisa Gaye Robin
Eileen Mary Sack
Norio Sato
Christopher M. Scalzi
Laura Alexandra Siegel
Ruth Anne Slatcher-Burby
Nancy Lenora Smith
Michelle Ann Swagler
Alan C. Taylor
Wendy Anne Thorud
Helena Beth Tobin
Mary Lou Walsh
I-Fang Wang
Jing Wang
Susan Jane West-Evans
Melissa Anne Woods
Patricia Louise York

DEGREES COMPLETED
AUGUST 22, 1992

Donna L. Adkins
John P. Anderson
Sandra Joy Becker
Dawn Marie Berthiaume
Anne Elizabeth Bishop
Michele Denise Bond
Linda J. Brancato
Angela Christene Brayden
Michelle Louise Brown
Dina Michelle Bucello
Deidre Ann Budd
Michael R. Burgner
Mary Christine Burke
Mary Beth Burns
Regina Yvonne Capobianco
Nora Harshonne Cietek
Juliet C. Claus
Barbara A. Coffey
Maureen Frances Cohan
Lisa A. Collins
Laurence Emmet Corrigan
Gene D. Costantini
Brenda Lea Crane
Susan M. Croner
Sharon Beth Cronin
Sharon Anne Cybriswky
Stephanie Dush
Patricia A. Del Negro
Veronica Jean DeLancy
Michele Marie DeSimone
Mary Lynn DeSocio
Rosemarie Devine
Pamela Eve Deyoe
Carol Ann DiBacco
Bradley Thomas Dietsch
Lisa Ann DiGiandomenico
Marian Ellen Dodds
Michele Marie Doyle
Shari Anne Dunbar
Karen E. Durant
Victor Benjamin Feinberg
Sharon Sykes Fellner (Sykes)
Mark Edward Fish
Stacy Rene Fleischers
John A. Graham
Barbara Susan Hanley
Irene Olriff Harder
Kathy S. Haugan
Kimberly Ann Hayden
Kathleen Anne Heiko
Nanette Teresa Hildreth
Karen Louise Holcombe
Mary Jo Homenick
Barbara Ruth Horan
Kathy L. Houran
Ann Louise Howell
Julie C. Huette
Susan Lee Ihlenburg
Christine Anne Jackson
Christine Marie Jewell
Kathleen Moira Joyce
Marianne E. Kantor
Kerstin Anastasia King
Angela Theresa Kipp
Irene Koncilia
Bonnie Jean Kurtz
Kimberly Ann LaBelle
Jennifer Rainforth Labrecque
Angela Lynn Lauria
Nancy Ann Leider
Christine Anne LePage
Kathleen Crowe Long
George Joseph Lorang
Deborah A. Marina
Sandra Marie Martin
Candace Hatch Martuscello
Ann M. McCarthy
Deborah Lynn McDonald
Patrick Michael McGrath, Jr.
Jesus Medina-Cordova
Mark Alan Meyers
Karen Hoffman Mignery
Kathleen R. Mikulka
Jill Arlene Morris
Douglas D. Mruz
Lynn Ann Nadareski
Christine M. Nash
Chalene R. Nelson
Jacqueline Ann Nicodemi
Mary E. Niedziejko
Pamela A. Niver
Kimberly Jane Noel
Colete Nolan
Lisa Marie Noyes
Peggy Ann Owen
Lisa Marie Persico
Kathleen Denise Peterson
Susan Joyce Pidgeon
Dawn M. Pierce
Karen Joan Preisser
Alison Leigh Radliff
Judith Ann Reimenschneider
Darnell Kay Rohrbaugh
Cynthia Lorilie Sauer
Holly L. Scudder
Sue Anne Shank
Karen Jean Shields
Debra L. Sklar
Jeffrey Johan Smith
Mary Ann Swierszcz
Jean Doris Tedesco
Mary Patricia Thumann
Donna Marie Trunzo
Catherine E. Vallee
Julie Varley Bentley
Kathy Ruth Vener
Michael A. Vulcano
Wendy Christine Wall
Rebecca L. Wallace
Leah Claire Wallner
Linda Clark Whitty
Alison Dawn Willbrant
Amy Joy Wilson
Joseph Witazek
Paula Aileen Worlock
Ken David Young
Jan Joseph Zadoorian

** Certificate of Advanced Study **

Counseling

CANDIDATES FOR CERTIFICATES
MAY 16, 1993

Robert Armond

CERTIFICATES AWARDED
DECEMBER 24, 1992

Scott Alan Carlton
Karen Lynn Coppinger
Antoinette Renée Cornute
Douglas Philip Fraioli
Lisa Ann Lang
Vaughan Marie Moll

CERTIFICATES AWARDED
AUGUST 22, 1992

Timothy Jay Herbs
Jeanne Marie Hinkelman

Educational Administration

CANDIDATES FOR CERTIFICATES
AUGUST 22, 1992

Mary Ellen Lajeunesse

School Psychologist

CANDIDATES FOR CERTIFICATES
MAY 16, 1993

Maureen F. Cohan
Richard James Lucatorto
Marcella G. Marino
Michael Lewis Pelkey
Diana Ponce
Kristin Alise Zylka

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
Master of Science

CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
MAY 16, 1993

P. Bryon Backenson
Alexandra Noelle Bontempo
Kimberly Ann Campbell
Susan Bervin D’Alessandro
Elizabeth A. Kinney
Simin Liu
Sean Christopher Meldrum
Karin Brenda Melsoppp
Fred Barry Mitron
Rashmi Nigam
Maureen Frances Orr
Anne Meade Roney
Joseph Michael Sangaline
Scott Talbot Stanley
Stacy H. Sutherland
Bao-Zhu Yang
Leonard David Young

DEGREES COMPLETED
DECEMBER 24, 1992

Amy R. Kahn
Lawrence Nicholas Marinucci
Raina Elizabeth Van Der Poe!
Ying Yang

DEGREES COMPLETED
AUGUST 22, 1992

A. Gregory DiRienzo
Edward John Hollohean, Jr.

Master of Public Health

CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
MAY 16, 1993

Thomas Edward Bertrand
Laura Lynn Geydoshek
Vincent Francis Giardino, Jr.
Gloria Claudine Hale-Carlsson
David Neal Hornick
Ora Kendall
Gerald Jacob Lane
Elma Cheryl S. Madrigal

DEGREES COMPLETED
DECEMBER 24, 1992

Beverley Gail Durland
Elaine Elizabeth Schulte
Bachelor of Arts

CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
MAY 16, 1993

David Craig Austen **
Loren William Bartholomew II
Kimberly-Anne Bartz
John Joseph Bonade
Jennifer Brown
Bonnie J. Clark
Thomas Stephen Close
Richard Andrew Cohen ***
Karen Lee DiBella *
Thomas Lee Domagalski
Michael Ivan Feiner
Christopher John Fischer
Matthew Roger Gilbert
Peter James Gullince
Mindy Jill Haskell
Jessica L. Kirby *
Alicia Marie Korona
Susan Andrea Lowe
Christine Angeline Lynch
Gary Edwin Malak
Jessica T. Marina
Patrick John McCloskey
Laura Ann Monterosso **
Thomas Edward Morris
Renee Elaine Napolitano
Charles Noll
Toni M. Orniston
Harold Ortiz
Joseph Anthony Parisi
William Paul Pawlow
Michael Frank Pema
Arthur Burton Perry
Rebecca D. Pulluaim
Scott L. Reichel **
Kim Erika Richter
Christine Louise Rockwell
Tyra Lavon Sheppard
Robert Edward Stack
Gillian Berrie Staub **
John Dewitt Stevens
Jana Lizzet Stewart
Shannon Heather Stopa
James Curtis Swenson
Shirley Thebaud ***
Robert Lee Van Anden *
Daniel Jason Voice *

DEGREES COMPLETED

DECEMBER 24, 1992
Kimberly-Anne Bartz
James Edward Breward II
Barbara Edvande Cantave
Nereida Diaz
Enrico Salvatore Leo *
Theresa A. Pirrello
Seth M. Rosner *
Patricia Saintvil
William Monn Schaefer, Jr. *
Nathan Michael Semmel
Carla L. Shores

DEGREES COMPLETED
AUGUST 22, 1992
Patrick H. Brennan
Michael Carl Konefal
Stacy A. Lapolla
Michael Thomas Smidt
Kevin James Smith
Jeffrey Matthew Terwilliger

Master of Arts

CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
MAY 16, 1993

Garret Billert
Clark Jeffrey Bolton
Robert S. Brock
Lisa Amelia Calogero
Stuart K. Cameron
Kenneth L. Carlson
Nikki L. Carter-Piechnik
Scott Philip Coburn
Edward Michael Cox
Michael Thomas Eaton
Meryl Dawn Golden
Jennifer Rachel Gordon
Collette V. Grant
Matthew Marc Green
Scott Andrew Harmon
Stacie Jo Heimbach
Karen A. Hendershott
Masao Horikane
Jodi L. Jackson
Seymour A. Jones
Evelyn Renee Kendrick
Edward John Kirincic
Andrew Stanley Knaeger
Kimberly Ann Lebron
Enrico Salvatore Leo
David Richard Lynch
Gerald Alan Moore
Jeffrey Dann Raub
Leslie Ann Robinson
Jennifer Elizabeth Rose
Robin L. Shepard
Mark David Siley
Michael John Suhey, Jr.
Lisa Vivian Trubitt
Gregory William Ungar
Gregory E. Walsh

DEGREES COMPLETED
DECEMBER 24, 1992
George W. Anderson
Cynthia A. Clark-Owens
Andrew Louis Goldberg
Darlene Elizabeth Hubel
Robert Lee Kegeberin III
Edward Ross Maguire
Jennifer Lynn Olsen
William John Raleigh
David Ray Thompson
Wendy J. Turner
David Michael Wilber

DEGREES COMPLETED
AUGUST 22, 1992
Carmen Kaufman
Eric Glen Silverman
Emily A. Spector
Sharon Lynn Tittemore
Arlene Gayle Turkett

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
Bachelor of Arts

CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
MAY 16, 1993

Clifford Fleming Perry

Master of Library Science

CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
MAY 16, 1993

Frances Owen Alderson-Sylvester
Francine M. Apollo
Michelle M. Birnbaum
Bette L. Bonitz
Lynn Marie Burdick
Karen Elizabeth Catlin
Weichin Chao
Susan Elizabeth Cox
Aurora Cruz
Ian S. Dukor
Susan MacKenzie Edwards
Paula Anne Fish
Kathleen Marie Flansburg
Zhaoqin Hu
Betty Lou Ohielou
Shirley Lee Gindmyer
Mara Goetz
Joseph Bernard Guarini
Cathy Jane Barkley Gwinn
Susan Alexander Hallgren
Alison W. Hanson
Ellia Rose Harppinger
Margaret Rose Harris
Barbara Jane Havlik
Melanie Beth Hemingway
Susanne Elizabeth Hermans
Hugh A. Holden
Suxiao Hu
Anne McCarthy Kennedy
Emily Wood Kirsch
John Leslie Kissinger
Mary Lisa Kochik
Jennifer G. Lachmann
Valerie Anne Lang
Jody Ann Maier
Patricia Malone
Kelly Kathlyn McCann
Peter Joseph McGivney
Peggy Lynne Mello
Leonard Paul Metzger
Wendy Elizabeth Molle
Lisa Senecal Moseley
Pamela Jane Norris
John David Norton

Julie Carol Overbey
Yu-Mei Pai
Edmee Palén-Hernández
Richard B. Phillips
Karen Ann Prescott
Richard Joseph Pugh
Jennifer Lynn Quetchenbach
William Etsu Rourke
JoAnne Lynn Rydzynski
Natalka Caroline Sawchuk
Shazada A. Siddiqui
Geraldine Ann Tamoff
Min-Ling Tseng
Kathryn E. Van Flue
Arthur A. Waechsler
Mary M. Yeager
Danielle Elizabeth Yomans
Zhiqing Zhou

DEGREES COMPLETED
DECEMBER 24, 1992

Denise Lynn Coblish
Kimberly Lucille Connell
Sharon Ann Contelmo
Lorie Anne Cuthbert
Mary Jo Daly
Lonying Fan
Kate Fang
Nancy A. Farrell
Monica Lillian
Federingham-Brown
Katherine Grunt Gannett
Anita K. Grier
Scott A. Hanscom
Barbara W. Hespenheide
Aliyson Gay Houck
Beverly Kane
Christine Karpiak
Dennis Lee Kinning
Claudia Jean Koenig
Margaret Anne Lanoue
Laurel D. Morden
Katherine Elizabeth Moulton
Timothy Palmer O'Neill
Anne Marie Phillips
Laura Ann Pilkington
Mary Ann Polit
Pamela Justine Schembr
Ezra Donald Shapiro
Jane Marie Sylvester
Candace Ann Watson
Charlotte L. Welch

DEGREES COMPLETED
AUGUST 22, 1992

George Richard Allen
Barbara E. Berger
Dolores Wheeler Birch
Jennifer C. Boettcher
Debra Ruth Boyd
Lori Anne Catalifamo
Judith A. Chaffee
Sarafraz H. Chishti
Hsiuhua Sylvia Choi
Michael Joseph Ciccone
Karen Lynn Clark
Elaine Florence Cohn
Carroll A. Davey
Esther Marie Dean
Marie Elaine DeFeo
Julie Marie Bero Doel
Susanne Maria Ford
Katherine Reuter Friedman
Sherry Ellen Gelbwasser
Sigrun A. Habermann
John M. Ham
Mary Frances Heathwaite
Ann Elizabeth Hebert
Sister Rose Hobbs
Judith Lorraine Johnson
Marilyn Zatt Joyce
Beth Allison Kardon
Jennifer Leigh Katz
Linda M. Kaufmann
Beth Turcy Kilmarx
Jeewan Kim
Dirk E. Klingner
Susan Nelson Knoll
Marcia Krantz
Robert Henry Krapohl
Patricia S. Lambrecht
Susan Palmer Lansing
Yelena Luckert
Judith Hope Lutes
Dianna Magnoni
Jean Louise Malahov
Courtney Anne McByoy
Inman Jackson McPeters
Linda Anne Milligan
Patricia Ann Murray
Leslie S. Nover
Francis James Rees
Barbarm L. Rice
Lucy Marie Richards
Phyllis Ellen Scharf
Zachary James Snow
Deborah Ann Solomon
Aldona K. Sperauskas
Tracy Rebecca Strobel
Kathleen Turner
Martha Jane Vickers
Signin Rix Warner
Rebecca Sue Wright-Sedam
Xiaoli Zhao
Bachelor of Arts

CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
MAY 16, 1993

John Carroll Adams
Vickiann Agapito
Daryle Saavedra Aguam
Otis George Allen *
Marsha Lorraine Anderson
Anthony Avicoli **
John M. Bagyi
April L. Barbieri
Christopher Moore Baynes
Jodi Risa Bernstein
Scott Edward Besendorfer
Jeffrey Robert Bessette **
Jennifer Lyn Bliss
Alison Y. Boak *
Thomas James Breen **
Lawrence Paul Britvan
Joseph Richard Byrns, Jr.
Alexander B. Canate
Matthew M. Cardinale
Denise F. Caruso *
Mildred Miranda Chang *
Ilissa Bari Churgin
Brian Joseph Cohan
Colleen M. Cole
Jennifer Eileen Cole
Christine Marie Collins
Richard Allen Conner
Kelly C. Connerton
Sally Ann Corbett
Mary Lynn Cousins *
Nelson G. Crespo
Tanyia Jean Curtis
Jason Ronald Davidson
Renée Ann DeBoy
Raymond Deli Colli
Brendan Christian Dennehy
Vincent F. Dennie
Aline Derian
Alícia A. DeSena
Bradley Benjamin Diamond
Edward Duane Dillon
John Michael DiMura *
Douglas Walter Dingman
Larry Steven Eisen
Beth Gail Eisinger *
Kendra O. Elvis
John Paul Falcone **
Leslie Hanna Farber

Joseph L. Faughnan
Diana Nadine Faulkner
Michael Gary Feldman
Henry Fernandez
Christina M. Ferri
Wendy Corinne Filler *
Rebecca Leela Fitts *
Jodi Marci Foster
Mark William Furnish
Omar Galaor
Stacey Elyse Gandler
Charlotte A. Gardner
Kelly Ann Gaylord
Noel C. Geller
Brett Daniel Gerstein
Kelly Ann Gibson
Christopher John Girard
Andrew Jonas Goldberg **
Justin Brett Goldstein *
Katherine Adams Gordy **
Frank Joseph Grenci
Kateline Gresseau
Eric Louis Guhring
Theresa Ann Gulum
Edward Haase
Jason David Halpern **
Paul Andrew Hartman
Joseph Christopher Hays *
Gamal Hennessy
Jason Andrew Hochberg
Brian J. Hyatt
Jerry S. Isma'il *
Sharon Kay Jicha
Jennifer Victoria King
Steven M. Kleiner ***
Melissa Ann Kosa *
Anastasia Koulikas
Bert Issadore La Croix
Adam David Lancer
Jeremy Conway William Larsen
Peter Alan Lauricella **
Jay Brian Leicher *
Seth Matthew Leitman
Edward Leung **
Randy Allen Levine
Scott D. Levine
Amy Leigh Lockhart ***
Joshua S. Lohn
Nicholas A. Macllvaine
Jodi Beth Maklan *
Damarise Marie Mann
David Joseph Marmo
Tal Marmin *
Pasquale P. Marotta *
Nicole Beth Mason *
Jonathan Mark Mastrangelo ***
Andrea Mayer
John T. McCabe, Jr.

Joseph L. Faughnan
Diana Nadine Faulkner
Michael Gary Feldman
Henry Fernandez
Christina M. Ferri
Wendy Corinne Filler *
Rebecca Leela Fitts *
Jodi Marci Foster
Mark William Furnish
Omar Galaor
Stacey Elyse Gandler
Charlotte A. Gardner
Kelly Ann Gaylord
Noel C. Geller
Brett Daniel Gerstein
Kelly Ann Gibson
Christopher John Girard
Andrew Jonas Goldberg **
Justin Brett Goldstein *
Katherine Adams Gordy **
Frank Joseph Grenci
Kateline Gresseau
Eric Louis Guhring
Theresa Ann Gulum
Edward Haase
Jason David Halpern **
Paul Andrew Hartman
Joseph Christopher Hays *
Gamal Hennessy
Jason Andrew Hochberg
Brian J. Hyatt
Jerry S. Isma'il *
Sharon Kay Jicha
Jennifer Victoria King
Steven M. Kleiner ***
Melissa Ann Kosa *
Anastasia Koulikas
Bert Issadore La Croix
Adam David Lancer
Jeremy Conway William Larsen
Peter Alan Lauricella **
Jay Brian Leicher *
Seth Matthew Leitman
Edward Leung **
Randy Allen Levine
Scott D. Levine
Amy Leigh Lockhart ***
Joshua S. Lohn
Nicholas A. Macllvaine
Jodi Beth Maklan *
Damarise Marie Mann
David Joseph Marmo
Tal Marmin *
Pasquale P. Marotta *
Nicole Beth Mason *
Jonathan Mark Mastrangelo ***
Andrea Mayer
John T. McCabe, Jr.

Linda Joan McDevitt
Catherine McDonnell *
Barry Willard McGraw
Andrew James McKenna
Matthew Sean Mclaughlin
Christopher Mercado
Tricia Renae Meyer
Christine Elizabeth Mohrmann
Kevin Anthony Moore
Beth Melissa Morenberg
Timothy Vincent Mulvey
Gregory John Murphy
Lisa Ann Nellenback **
Roberta C. Nelson *
Daniel Joseph Nevin *
Cara Danielle Pace
Gerald W. Parsons
James Patrick Quent
Marino Joseph Radovich
Peter W. Ragone
Thomas Patrick Reilly
Lewis Harold Ripple *
Jannette M. Rondo
Carla Theresa Rutigliano
Debra Ami Sahler
Laura Jennifer Sanders
Christopher Robert Sandor
Ira Alan Schonzer
Werner William Schumann, Jr.
Deanna M. Scutti
Paul Delano Searchwell
Peter L. Seddon
Brady Louis Serlin
Lisa Shapins
Michael Lawrence Siegel
Peter A. Siegel
Laura Ann Silver *
Scott Lance Silver
Eric James Smileuske
Eric Vincent Snyder
Margarette St. Vil
Colleen Marie Sullivan
Laura Tarantini
Jonathan A. Taylor
Amy Jennifer Terjesen
Kelly Jean Trocino
Stephen Matthew Tuoro
Barbara Gladys Tutunjian
John Anthony Tynadt
Eva Marie Valentin
Kristine Lynn Van Heusen
Gaelle J. Yaval
Dennis Robert Vetran
Brian Stuart Voronkov
Frederic Matthew Wachtel
Chelsea Anne Wein
Jay Weintraub ***
Judith Suzanne Wolpoff *

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
Katie Yang **
Christopher John Zanelotti
Paige Holly Ziegler
Brian James Zimmerman

DEGREES COMPLETED
DECEMBER 24, 1992

Heather Robyn Bahr
Jamie Dawn Burford
Stephen Christopher Clark
Russell Alan Davis
Joshua Gideon Deanehan
Samantha Elaine Dirk
Daniel Keith Earley
Daryl Thomas Eremin **
Stephen Eric Fox
Frank Stephan Gattuso
Lisa Marie Ginsberg
Robert Scott Gordon
Allison Laurel Groeger
Stephen Paul Hansen
Martha Elizabeth Harris
Jason Douglas Hecht
Robert Eugene Jordan
Gina Kristine Knarich
Andrew Charles Lauffer
Kelly Jeanne Lewis
Kevin Ryan McIntyre ***
Douglas David McSally
Dawn Marie Nathansohn
Eric M. Nogin
Stephen Balogum Oluyede
Victoria Teresa Owusu-Afriyie
Bradley Robert Pingel
James Mark Rapant
Mydahila Yvette Rivera
Charles W. Romanelli
Charles William Ryan ***
Andrew Warren Ryan III
Jeffrey Michael Smith
Joanna Wendy Sochalski *
Julie E. Steggals
Jennifer Fern Steindler
Gary Adam Steiner
Eileen Mary Wigandt
Johnny L. Woods

DEGREES COMPLETED
AUGUST 22, 1992

Frank J. Anduiza
Sean Patrick Brady
David Cheng
Lorie Ann Christian
Timothy P. Devane
Thomas P. Diviny **
Matthew Francis Febles
Todd William Ferrara
Davida Kaye Freeman **
Amanda Marie Garcia
David S. Greiner
Charla Danielle Guthrie
Jean Frances Hughes
Neil Rolando King
Robert Evan Kopito
Douglas Richard Lovenberg
Melissa Margaret Maloney
Stanley J. McBarnette
R. J. Osborne **
Joseph Kevin Plantz
Anthony Ponzi
Christine Reilly
Gregg Edward Rydzynski
Caryn Lee VanDeusen
Jodi L. Vavricka
Kimberly Ann Vollmer

Master of Arts

CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
MAY 16, 1993

Mary Rose Abrams
Laurra K. Bauer
Melinda Susan Blitzer
Michael Lynn Brown
Darin David Conforti
Davida Kaye Freeman
Joanne Patricia Genova
Christopher J. Grill
Glenn Alan Jeffers
Moonhwan Kim
Neil J. Kraus
Karen A. Maddon
Nora Annette McCabe
Patricia Anne Mitchell
Donna M. Montalto
Eileen M. Myers
R. J. Osborne
James Michael Palmer
Glenn Edward Read
Arlene S. Rosenfeld-Halpert
Guy C. Rouchen
Charles Lane Scruggs
Glenda Dacanay Villajuan
Thomas P. Whalen
Steven S. Williams
Anne M. Woulfe

DEGREES COMPLETED
DECEMBER 24, 1992

Marie Elisabeth De Vel
Lauren Gaynor Dobson
Elisabeth Egetemeyr
Martin Miles Finekstein
Nicholas William Jenny
Kristin Margaret Lester
Kamina B. Moody
Anna Horta Pena
Maureen A. Salkin

Master of Public Administration

CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
MAY 16, 1993

Michele Anne Arno
John J. Bloss
Patricia Ann Bouchard
Eileen Joy Brady
Richard Glenn Bravata
Nelson F. Colberg
Todd Clayton Cole
Arleen J. deGonzague
Charles Roland DeWeese
JoAnne F. Drake
Gregory Maxwell Dunn
Michele A. Forbes
Todd Carl Friedman
Scott Richard Garrison
Ahner R. JeanPierre
Cara Elizabeth Johnson
Beatriz Mendes Lacerda
Eric Mark Litwin
Dennis James Lofrese
Christopher Peter Martin
Deanne Marie Matthews
William M. McCartan
Richard H. McCarthy, Jr.
Kevin P. Price
Eduardo Rangel-Quintero
Brett Anthony Reish
Thomas Joseph Rest
Anthony Lawrence Rini
Marianne Caracciolo Romano
Susanne Allerio Scaturo
Margarita R. Seminario
Malinda Martin Shepard
Karen Jane Tarbox
Lynne Marie Thibudeau
Miriam E. Tormentozi
Karen Michelle Truesdale
Jennifer Ann Utter
Maureen Linda Utz-Mengher
Scott Peter Vangarderen
Donna R. Venditti
Maria De Los Angeles Villegas
Daniel Zeidman
DEGREES COMPLETED
DECEMBER 24, 1992

Sylvester William Braswell
Marybeth Fader
Jon Kirk Finkelstein
Winsome Angella Foderingham
Barbara Coffin Guinn
Peter Kata
Sheila M. McBain
Peter Murphy
Darlene Ordon
Patricia Lyn Potenza
Tracé René Wilkins
Andrea J. Wise

DEGREES COMPLETED
AUGUST 22, 1992

Mauro Balaban
Joseph M. Capobianco
Joseph Michael Delaney
Craig W. Hauger
Joey Jackson

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
Bachelor of Science

CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
MAY 16, 1993

Kalliope Agelakis **
Susan L. Cahill **
Carolyn E. DeGroat
Ellen Ann Dziengeleski
Elizabeth Feinberg **
James Fiorentino
Kathy Lee Fitzmaurice
Dianna Donica Ford
Karrie Venus Fuller
Patricia A. Heffern
Laura Beth Hochman *
Daniel John McCarthy Cole
Tina Lynn Miele
Kenneth Miller
Tracy Elizabeth Moore
Ellen Hamill Mueller
Amanda Aileen Reader
Joanne Katherine Sauer
Dawn Marie Schanck *
Maureen Carol Schutta *
Cheryl Anne Shackett
Renée Maria Shultz
Cynthia Ann Simon
Mary Jennifer Snyder
Lauren Ann Thurston
Shannon Marie Trapnell *
Thomas Ross Wakeley **
Sandra Lynn Walsemann
Amy Katherine Walter *

DEGREES COMPLETED
DECEMBER 24, 1992

Christine Ann Montgomery

DEGREES COMPLETED
AUGUST 22, 1992

Karrie Ann Smith

Master of Social Work

CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
MAY 16, 1993

Areesah Muneerah Abdus-Shakur
Nancy Lynn Apple
Hollis Anne Applegate
Claudel Ariste

Jeffrey Nelson Ashby
Shirley P. Barros
Karen Renée Bellamy
Deborah Anne Bennett
Kimberly Robin Berger
Linda Marie Bille
Eileen Fogarty Bolognino
Margaret Ann Brousseau
Rhonie Victoria Browne
Beth M. Bruschini
Christine Marie Burgio
Cathy Concetta Bury
Yolanda Marie Butler
Cathy Sue Cameron
Catherine Louise Card
Susan T. Carpenter
Robin Lynn Chase
A. Mette Christiansen
Leslie David Clark
Mary Jane Connor
Christopher W. Cosgrove
Melissa Maria Cusa
Miriam Elizabeth Davis-Doern
Melissa Devine
Jack Luther Ditch
Theresa Ann Dunfee
Kimberly Allison Eaton
David Farny Eders
Sharon Janet Emerson
Nancy Turner Fagelman
Mary Martha Farnell
Michele Jean Federico
Christine Fischer
Elsie Beth Flotow
Andrea Renae Francis
Carol S. Fruiteman
Theresa Mary Giovannillo
Suzanne Elizabeth Gladitsch
Allison Joy Gould
Michelle A. Goyea
Mary C. Graham
Charlene Marie Greeley
Anne A. Guarino
Amy Elizabeth Hall
Andrea Jean Hecht
Julianne Herbst
Christina W. Hopkins
Nancy Howe
Joseph Steve Ippolito
Susan Elizabeth Jenner
Barbara Lynne Jones
Janice Kaelin
Angela D. Keller
Ann Knupp-Bryan
Kristine M. Lanovara-Hoagland
Maryann Loiacono
Karen L. Marden
Kimberly Susan Martin

Sheila Marie Martin
Carol Ann Mathis
Laurie Anne McBain
Welen Crocker Mesick
Allison May Moody-Woodin
Donna L. Morelli
Karen Lynne Nelson
Alan Lee Nolan
Mary Anita O'Brien
Megan Catherine O'Connor
Constance Irene Oakes
Betty M. Olson
Adam Jose Ortiz
Laura Elizabeth Page
Margaret Lynn Pelletier
Theresa Ann Perricelli
Adeline Perez
Paul Stephen Pietrowski
Cindy Gail Posenrow
John F. Reddy, Jr.
Barbara Christine Reider
Catherine Annany Ricchetti
Penny Ann Rizzuto
Jean Frances Roach
Timothy Allen Rock
Gillian Terri Roth
Mary Frances Rubitski
Andrew Sabogal
Brook A. Salisbur
Sue Ellen Santamore
Priscilla Ulbrich Scalife
Beth Ann Schloicka
Jeanette Margaret Scotland
Joseph Timothy Shankly
Elizabeth A. Smith
Jeff J. Sullivan
Grace Tarnowski
Elizabeth Marie Tenney
Adrienne La'Rori Thomas
Deborah Ann Tonn
Andrew Allen Trombone
Lynn Marie Tubbs
Thomas A. Tuttle
Bryant Berne Vallie
Marsha M. Van Dusen
Diane Lee VanCise
Debra Verderber Kelsey
Pamela Ann Viggiani
Mara Elise Waldman
Sherry Ann Weaver-Snook
Amy Sue Weinar
Diane Rosenbaum Weiss
Betsy Durinda Whissel
Kristin Marie Wing
Melvin G. Winner
Leanne Wood
Vickie Louise Zalar
Elizabeth E. Zalinger
Heidi Joy Ziemke
Michele Ann Zinoman

DEGREES COMPLETED
DECEMBER 24, 1992

Margaret A. Butkereit
Lauri A. Cole
Mary Ferriter Collins
Eleanor Marsh Emerson
Joseph Michael Guada
Kimberly A. Huber
Nancy Kanetzky
Margaret A. Kerness
Jeanne Swadey Loh
Diane E. Lykes
Thomas John Morrette
Robert Allen Munyon
Charles Francis Niles
Carol J. Short
Dorit Stark-Riemer
Sandra Barbara Sullivan-Smith
Maura Ann Terlingen

DEGREES COMPLETED
AUGUST 22, 1992

Kelvin W. Antonelli
Kathleen Claire Benjamin
Frances Beyer
Edward Bligh Capeless
Charlene Wise Crisafulli
Teresa M. Decker
Michael James Donahue
Rebecca R. Geer
Kathleen C. Hemmens
Patrice Joan Hicks
Steven Michael Leeds
Jonathan P. Pollack
Priscilla Bryant Zanker

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
DOCTORAL DEGREES

School of Business
Interdisciplinary Programs

DOCTORAL CANDIDATES: Spring 1993
Edwin J. Portugal, Ph.D., Organizational Studies
"Board of Directors: Links, Breaks, and Reconstitutions"

DOCTORAL RECIPIENTS: Summer 1992
Gwen Jones, Ph.D., Organizational Studies
"Unethical Behavioral Intentions in Organizations: Empirical Exploration of an Integrative Model"

J. Bruce Tracey, Ph.D., Organizational Studies
"The Effects of Organizational Climate and Culture on the Transfer of Training"

School of Education
DOCTORAL CANDIDATES: Spring 1993
Nicole Ambrosio, Ed.D., Curriculum and Instruction
"A Comparison of Support Networks Between Graduates, Dropouts, and At-risk Youth"

Helen Elizabeth Bakker, Ph.D., Educational Psychology
"Defining Work Identification Subtypes in Poor and Normal Readers; a Cross-validation Study"

Xianhua Chang, Ed.D., Educational Administration
"Student Choice in China"

Geoffrey Davis, Ed.D., Educational Administration
"Patterns of Nonresident School Attendance in Central New York at a Model of Open Enrollment"

Mary DeBey, Ed.D., Curriculum and Instruction
"The Importance of Quality in Parental Selection of Child Care"

Walter Doherty, Ed.D., Educational Administration
"A Study of the Relationship Between the Breadth of Participation in School Site Decision-Making, and the Focus of Decisions"

Maureen E. Flaharty, Ed.D., Educational Administration
"The Comprehensive Assessment Report as an Education Management Information System: Issues of Adequacy, Utility and Equity"

Carryn E. M. Fletcher, Psy.D., School Psychology
"The Preparation of School Psychologists to Work With Infants, Toddlers, and Preschoolers: A Survey of Current Training Programs"

Maria Fountaine, Ph.D., Educational Psychology
"A Study of Variables Related to Achievement in Hispanic-American and Anglo-American Elementary School Students"

Robert J. Hanna, Ed.D., Educational Administration
"Effects of Age at School Start on Educational Achievement of Elementary Students"

Elizabeth Heywood, Ed.D., Curriculum and Instruction
"A Comparison of LPN and NON-LPN Entrants to Associated Degree Nursing: Differences in Socialization and Continued Education"

He Huang, Ed.D., Educational Administration
"The Determinants of Institutional Effectiveness in the Senior High Schools in the Shenzhen Special Zone in China"

Andrea Hyary, Ed.D., Educational Administration
"Intra-distinct Distribution of Educational Resources in New York State Elementary Schools"

Andrew LaManque, Ed.D., Educational Administration
"The Choice of a School Budget Adoption Mechanism for Small City School Districts in New York State"

Charlotte Larson, Psy.D., School Psychology
"Consultant Teacher Services: A Descriptive Case Study"
Daniel Lewicki, Ed.D., Curriculum and Instruction  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Theodore Brodmerman  
“Inquiry and Concept Formation in the General Chemistry Laboratory: The Effects of a Constructivist Method of Instruction on College Students’ Conceptual Change, Achievement, Attitude, and Perception”

Honrui Li, Ph.D., Educational Psychology  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Ronald Ley  
“A Study of High School Students’ Perception and Motivation in Relation to their Performance in Writing Summaries”

Edward Marschilok, Ed.D., Educational Administration  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Alfred J. Cali  
“A Study of the Relationship Between Leadership Behavior of High School Principals and Selected Areas of Educational Achievement”

Lauretta McGuirk, Ed.D., Educational Administration  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Frances Kemmerer  
“Conditions that Teachers Report As Important In Affecting Their Decision to Participate in Shared Decision Making at the Building Level”

Russell Moore, Ed.D., Educational Administration  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. David Wiles  
“A Study of Teachers’ Perceptions of Their Role in the Implementation of Retention Policy”

Sigrin T. Newell, Ph.D., Educational Psychology  
Dissertation Co-Chairs: Prof. Audrey Champagne, Prof. Robert Bangert-Drowns  
“Practical Inquiry as a Tool for Creating Change in Teachers’ Conceptions of Effective Teaching”

Rudolph Richichi, Ph.D., Educational Psychology  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Robert M. Pruzek  
“A Simulation Study of Five Small Sample Factor Analytic Methods”

Charlene Rinne, Ed.D., Curriculum and Instruction  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Dianna Newman  
“The Impact of Anxiety as a Mediating Variable on Health Educators’ Utilization of Evaluation Results”

Frank J. Salamone, Jr., Psy.D., School Psychology  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Deborah K. Kundert  
“Perceived Family Functioning and Psychological Symptoms in Mothers of Boys Diagnosed with Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder”

Ruth Schick, Ed.D., Educational Administration  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Frances Kemmerer  
“Gender Differences in Student Writing: A Cross-National Comparison”

Marilyn Terranova, Ed.D., Educational Administration  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. David Wiles  
“The BOCES Governance Unit and Collaborative Interagency Partnerships: A Descriptive Analysis”

Kathleen Toms, Ed.D., Curriculum and Instruction  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Sandra Mathison  
“A Canadian-American Cross National Study of the Personal and Professional Ethical Structure of Evaluators”

Dec D. Warner, Ed.D., Educational Administration  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. David Wiles  
“An Assessment of the Progress of Effective Teachers in the Implementation of Microcomputers into Teaching & Learning Situations”

Eileen Ziobrowski, Ed.D., Curriculum and Instruction  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Dianna Newman  
“Teacher Perceptions of Opportunities and Willingness to Participate in Shared Decision Making in Program Evaluation”

DOCTORAL RECIPIENTS: Fall 1992

Howard Axelrod, Ph.D., Counseling Psychology  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Susan D. Phillips  
“The Developmental Etiology of Career Decision Making Orientation”

Priyadarshi Datta, Ph.D., Educational Psychology  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Robert Pruzek  
“A Simulation Study of Five Canonical/Inter-Battery Methods Based on Convex Sum Covariance Estimation”

Paul J. DiMascio, Ed.D., Educational Administration  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. W. Paul Vogt  
“The Role of the Public School Superintendent as Perceived by Superintendents and Board of Education Members in New York State”

Bambang Indriyanto, Ed.D., Educational Administration  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Frances Kemmerer  
“The Relative Contribution of Home and Community Resources to Primary Student Achievement in Indonesia”

Nicholas Ladany, Ph.D., Counseling Psychology  
Dissertation Co-Chairs: Prof. Michael Ellis, Prof. Myrna L. Friedlander  
“The Supervisory Working Alliance: Its Relation to Trainee Self-Efficacy and Satisfaction with Supervision”

Okhee Moon, Ph.D., Educational Psychology  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Robert McMorris  
“An Application of Computerized Adaptive Testing to the Test of English as a Foreign Language”

Agung Purwadi, Ed.D., Educational Administration  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Frances Kemmerer  
“The Relative Effectiveness of Vocational/Technical and General Senior Secondary Schools: The Case of East Java Province, Indonesia”
Silvia R. Taube, Ed.D., Curriculum & Instruction  
"Teaching Fractions to Fourth Grade: An Experimentation of a Curriculum based on Partitioning Area and Set Models"  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Vicky L. Kouba

Colleen H. Walsh, Psy.D., School Psychology  
"An Examination of the Ecological Validity of a Social Skills Program with Kindergarteners"  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Joel Meyers

**DOCTORAL RECEIPTNS: Summer 1992**

Maureen Dasey-Morales, Ph.D., Counseling Psychology  
"The Role of Social Support in Coping with the Stress of the Dual Career Lifestyle"  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Susan D. Phillips

Rosell Ejzenberg, Ed.D., Curriculum & Instruction  
"Understanding Nonnative Oral Fluency: The Role of Task Structure and Discourse Variability"  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Judith A. Langer

Gregory Ellermann, Ph.D., Counseling Psychology  
Dissertation Co-Chairs: Prof. Sheldon Grand  
Prof. Douglas Strohmer

"Reducing Bias in Clinicians’ Use of Case Information to Test Client Hypotheses: A Reformulated Strategy”  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. John Rosenbach

"An Evaluation of a Play/Psychodrama Program Focusing on Classroom Verbal Interaction and School Attitude”  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Richard Allington

Maureen Dasey-Morales, Ph.D., Counseling Psychology  
"The Role of Social Support in Coping with the Stress of the Dual Career Lifestyle”  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Susan D. Phillips

Rosell Ejzenberg, Ed.D., Curriculum & Instruction  
"Understanding Nonnative Oral Fluency: The Role of Task Structure and Discourse Variability"  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Judith A. Langer

Gregory Ellermann, Ph.D., Counseling Psychology  
Dissertation Co-Chairs: Prof. Sheldon Grand  
Prof. Douglas Strohmer

"Reducing Bias in Clinicians’ Use of Case Information to Test Client Hypotheses: A Reformulated Strategy”  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. John Rosenbach

"An Evaluation of a Play/Psychodrama Program Focusing on Classroom Verbal Interaction and School Attitude”  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Richard Allington

Lisa Jackson, Ph.D., Counseling Psychology  
"Increasing Adolescents’ Perceived Vulnerability to AIDS: A Study of Communicator Source Characteristics”  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Sheldon Grand

Barbara Kidney, Ph.D., Counseling Psychology  
"Career Exploration Considered from the Perspective of the Person-Environment Fit Model”  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. David Blusstein

Steven Marcal, Psy.D., School Psychology  
"Psychosocial Predictors of Adherence and Metabolic Control in Adolescents with Insulin-Dependent Diabetes Mellitus”  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Debrah K. Kandert

Lynn Martin, Ph.D., Educational Psychology  
"Cognitive Style and Metaphoric Comprehension”  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Ruben Rusch

Steve Morse, Psy.D., School Psychology  
"Adult Literacy & Self-Efficacy”  
Dissertation Co-Chairs: Prof. Joan Newman  
Prof. Rosemarie Weber

Linda Smith, Ed.D., Curriculum & Instruction  
"The Status of Prevocational Preparation in New York in Secondary Special Education”  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Dianna Newman

Barbara Zittel, Ph.D., Educational Psychology  
Dissertation Co-Chairs: Prof. Robert Pruzek  
Prof. Frederick Ohnmacht

"Novice and Expert Differences Concerning Insulin Dependent Diabetes Mellitus: Cognitive, Organizational and Problem Solving Aspects"  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Richard Allington

**College of Humanities and Fine Arts**

**DOCTORAL CANDIDATES: Spring 1993**

Lori Anderson, D.A., English,  
"Cultivating Excess”  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Judith Johnson

Agyemang Attah-Poku, D.A., Humanistic Studies,  
"Ghana Ethnic Associations as a Socio-Cultural Survival Strategy in America. The Case of the Ashanfuman Association, the Brong Ahafo Association, and the Okupeman Feku in New York City”  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Joseph Suriah

John Carey Cummings, D.A., English  
"an enemy in their mouths 'The Discourse of Drunkenness in Elizabethan and Jacobean Drama”  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Martha Rozett

Judith Denver, D.A., English  
"Language Arts Theory and Practice in American Catholic Secondary Schools: An Historical Overview”  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Stephen North

Johannes Evelein, Ph.D., German  
"August Strindberg und das expressionistische Stationendrama: Eine Formstudie”  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. John M. Spalek

Alan Goff, D.A., Humanistic Studies  
"Exile in the Promised Land: Literary Theory and the Persistence of Religion”  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Warren Ginsberg

Renate Posthoven, Ph.D., German  
"George Salko (1892-1962). Leben und Werk eines unbekannten grossen Autors”  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Joseph P. Strelka
DOCTORAL RECIPIENTS: Fall 1992

Jorge Aladro-Font, Ph.D., Hispanic & Italian Studies
"Malon de Echaide: La Revindicacion de un Predicador"
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Alicia de colombf-Monguió

John E. Dunaher, D.A., English
"Extended Acquaintance with Seemingly Small Matters: A Teacher’s Stories"
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Lil Brannon

Stephanie Kufner, Ph.D., German
"Nur einen Menschen braucht dies Amt. zum politischen Helden in Schillers "Don Karlos"
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Wolfgang Wittkowski

Maria C. Pollack, D.A., English
"Haunting"
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Gene Mirabelli

Susan A. Stebbins, D.A., Humanistic Studies
"Girls Club of Northeast City: Conflicts of Class in Feminism Among Working Class Girls"
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Gail Landsman

DOCTORAL RECIPIENTS: Summer 1992

Esperanza Cintrón, D.A., English
"Shades; a novel"
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Judith Johnson

Kathryn Lále Davidson, D.A., English
"House of Stones"
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Judith Johnson

Clare Dean, D.A., English
"The Snowgirl’s Journal"
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Judith Johnson

James Laditka, D.A., English
"Undecidability: An Ethics of Language, Judgment, Power and Voice in the Discourses of Feminism, Postmodernity, and Teaching"
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Lil Brannon

Carla Steinberg, D.A., English
"First Person Plural"
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Judith Johnson

Nelson A. Rockefeller College of Public Affairs and Policy
Interdisciplinary Programs

DOCTORAL CANDIDATES: Spring 1993

Stephen Bajialy, Ph.D., Information Policy
"The Implementation of Emerging Information Technologies"
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Salvatore Belardo

Nelson A. Rockefeller College of Public Affairs and Policy
School of Criminal Justice

DOCTORAL CANDIDATES: Spring 1993

Steven M. Chermak, Ph.D., Criminal Justice
"Interested Bystanders: An Examination of the Presentation of Crime Victims in the News Media and How Their Involvement in the News Production Process Affects the Final News Products"
Dissertation Chair: Prof. David Bayley

Paul E. McCold, Ph.D., Criminal Justice
Dissertation Chair: Prof. David Duffee

William Oliver, Ph.D., Criminal Justice
"Violent Confrontations Between Black Males in Bars and Bar Settings"
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Hans Toch

Yu Min Wang, Ph.D., Criminal Justice
"Work Design and Job Satisfaction in Community Policing"
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Hans Toch

DOCTORAL RECIPIENTS: Fall 1992

Shu-Lung Yang, Ph.D., Criminal Justice
"Juvenile Delinquency in a Transitional Chinese Society: An Assessment of a Social Disorganization Model in Capital Taipei"
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Terence P. Thornberry

DOCTORAL RECIPIENTS: Summer 1992

Bruce E. DiCristina, Ph.D., Criminal Justice
"The Art of Criminology: Toward the Diversification of Criminological Thought"
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Graeme Newman
Nelson A. Rockefeller College of Public Affairs and Policy
Graduate School of Public Affairs

DOCTORAL CANDIDATES: Spring 1993

Jon Baer, Ph.D., Political Science
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Joseph F. Zimmerman
“Municipal Debt and Tax Limits in New York State: A Constraint on Local Discretionary Authority”

Craig Johnson, Ph.D., Public Administration
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Ron Forbes
“The Role of Financial Advisors in Competitive Bid Bond Sales: Certifications and Reputational Signaling”

Heung-Lyool Kim, Ph.D., Public Administration
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Irene Lurie

Sawawon Ratanawijitrathin, Ph.D., Public Administration
Dissertation Chair: Prof. David Andersen
“The Dynamics of Health Care Finance: A Feedback View of System Behavior”

DOCTORAL RECIPIENTS: Fall 1992

Jane T. Christensen, Ph.D., Political Science
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Roman Hedges

Mary B. Hagerty, Ph.D., Political Science
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Joseph F. Zimmerman
“Public Labor Lawmaking in New York: A Case Study of the Taylor Law and Selected Amendments”

Jean Lavigne, Ph.D., Public Administration
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Ronald B. Hoskins
“Resource Allocation and Equity in School Finance: An Intra-District Analysis of the New York City Public Schools, 1980-91”

DOCTORAL RECIPIENTS: Summer 1992

Kevin Bronner, Ph.D., Public Administration
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Ronald B. Hoskins
“The Attitudes of State Public Utility Regulatory Commissioners and Senior Staff Members Towards Bond Ratings for Electric Utilities”

Nelson A. Rockefeller College of Public Affairs and Policy
School of Social Welfare

DOCTORAL CANDIDATES: Spring 1993

Mary Lou Cook, Ph.D., Social Welfare
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Sheldon S. Tobin
“Perceptions of Home Care Workers and Family Caregivers”

Lawrence Force, Ph.D., Social Welfare
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Sheldon S. Tobin
“Spouse & Adult Children Caregivers: Differences in Attitudes & Behaviors Wives, Daughters & Husbands Toward Social Adult Day Care”

Stephen Jankowski, Ph.D., Social Welfare
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Lynn Videka-Sherman
“Patterns of Disclosure Among AIDS Care-givers During the Bereavement Process: The Influence of Stigma and Social Support”

Philip McCallion, Ph.D., Social Welfare
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Theodore J. Stein
“Social Worker Orientations to Permanency Planning with Older Parents Caring at Home for Family Members with Developmental Disabilities”

Terry Peak, Ph.D., Social Welfare
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Ronald W. Toseland
“Impact of a Social Support Program for Spouse-Caregivers on the Health Costs and Utilization of Frail Elderly Veterans”

Patricia Pine, Ph.D., Social Welfare
Dissertation Chair: Prof. William J. Reid
“Personel Characteristics, Sponsorship, and Styles of Management that Determine Receptivity to Innovation: A Study of Area Agencies on Aging Directors”

Jack Simeone, Ph.D., Social Welfare
Dissertation Chair: Prof. William J. Reid
“Primary Prevention of Adolescent Pregnancy: Psychoeducational Training for Middle School Youth”

DOCTORAL RECIPIENTS: Fall 1992

Elise M. Fullmer, Ph.D., Social Welfare
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Sheldon Tobin
“Differences Among Older Mothers Caring at Home for Offspring with Mental Retardation by Use of Day Programming”
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College of Science and Mathematics

DOCTORAL CANDIDATES: Spring 1993

Christopher J. Barbero, Ph.D., Physics
"An Investigation of the Gettering Properties of Silicon-Germanium and Silicon-Carbon Compounds"
Dissertation Chair: Prof. James Corbett

Stephen Corlett, Ph.D., Chemistry
"Syntmetic Studies Toward A Total Synthesis of Cervinomycin"
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Frank Hauser

Paul A. Cummings, Ph.D., Mathematics
"A Bound on Van Dampen Graphs"
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Richard Z. Goldstein

Janet Dietrich, Ph.D., Biology
"Analysis of a Non-tumorigenic, Retinoic Acid Hypersensitive Emoryonal Carcinoma Mutant Created Through Retroviral Insertion"
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Paulette McCormick

Heidi Goodrich-Blair, Ph.D., Biology
"Introns In HMu-Bactoriophage: Intron Structure and Open Reading Frame Function"
Dissertation Chair: Prof. David Shub

Kevin M. Madigan, Ph.D., Mathematics
"Composition Operators into Lipschitz Type Spaces"
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Kehe Zhu

Christopher O’Handley, Ph.D., Atmospheric Science
"On the Importance of Mesoscale Potential Vorticity Anomalies and Topographic Forcing During Cyclone Redevelopment Across the Appalachians: A GALE Case Study"
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Lance F. Bosart

Yun Pan, Ph.D., Geological Sciences
Dissertation Chair: Prof. William S. F. Kidd

Kanthi Perera, Ph.D., Mathematics
"Parameter Estimation for a Sine Wave Whose Frequency Changes Linearly with Time and Wish Is Discretely Sampled and Perturbed by Random Noise"
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Benton Jamison

Huancheng Qiao, Ph.D., Chemistry
"Atomization From Solutions and slurries in Electrothermal Atomic Absorption Spectrometry"
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Kenneth Jackson

Scott Schneider, Ph.D., Physics
"Chaos in a Water Drop"
Dissertation Chair: Prof. John Kimball

Peiguang Zhou, Ph.D., Chemistry
"Interpenetrating Polymer Networks of Polycarbonate-urethane/Polyvinyl Methacrylate and Related Composit Materials"
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Harry L. Frisch

DOCTORAL RECIPIENTS: Fall 1992

Ban Chin Chen, Ph.D., Chemistry
"The DNA d(GGGGGTTTTT)-d(AAAAACCCCC) and Bam HI d(GGATCC)x Structure Investigation by 1-D and 2-D NMR Spectroscopy"
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Ramaswamy H. Sarma

Andrew P. Dunserre, Ph.D., Mathematics
"General Integral Families and Multipliers"
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Donald R. Wilken

Aiguo Feng, Ph.D., Physics
"Growth and Characterization of High-Tc Y1Ba2Cu3O7-x Superconducting Thin Films by Chemical Vapor Deposition"
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Walter M. Gibson

Jinjie Jiang, Ph.D., Physics
"Stopped Flow EPR"
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Charles P. Scholes

Mohammad A. Kayed, Ph.D., Physics
"Photoionization and Photoemission by the Standing-Wave Intensity of Dynamical X-Ray Diffraction"
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Walter M. Gibson

Thomas Lanni, Ph.D., Physics
"Developing a Diode Array Spectrometer for Tropospheric Chemistry Studies"
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Kenneth Demerjian

Juan A. Melendez, Ph.D., Biology
"Manganese Superoxide Dismutase Induction by Tumor Necrosis Factor and Protection from Oxidative Damage"
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Corrado Baglioni

Xiaoling Tan, Ph.D., Physics
"Manganese in Animals and in Plants: Pyruvate Kinase, Photosystem II and their Model Compounds Studies by Magnetic Resonance"
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Charles P. Scholes
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Robert G. Underwood, Ph.D., Mathematics
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Lindsay Childs
"Hopf Algebra Orders over a Complete Discrete Valuation Ring, Their Duals, and Extensions of R-Groups"

Peining Wang, Ph.D., Physics
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Chih- Ree Sun
"Charmed Baryon A_c and Sigma_c Production at \( \sqrt{s} = 10 \text{ GeV} \) and Their Decays"

Qi-Fan Xiao, Ph.D., Physics
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Walter M. Gibson
"MBE Growth and Characterization of CoSi2/Si Thin Film Systems"

DOCTORAL RECIPIENTS: Summer 1992

Dong Chen, Ph.D., Physics
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Chih- Ree Sun
"The Measurement of the Magnetic Moment of \( \text{E}^+ \) Using Channeling in Bent Crystals"

Masami Hasebe, Ph.D., Physics
Dissertation Chair: Prof. James W. Corbett
"Oxygen Precipitation Behavior in CZ-Si Wafers"

David Putnam, Ph.D., Chemistry
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Eric Block
"Organosulfur Synthetic Methodology and Chemistry of Allium Species"

Jianzhong Yuan, Ph.D., Physics
Dissertation Chair: Prof. James W. Corbett
"Study of Surface-Process-Induced Stress in Semoconductor Silicon"

Ming Zhang, Ph.D., Biology
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Richard Zitomer
"Characterization of the Yeast TUP1 Gene Encoding a General Repressor"

College of Social and Behavioral Science

DOCTORAL CANDIDATES: Spring 1993

Herman Aguinis, Ph.D., Psychology
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Eugene F. Stone
"The Detection of Moderator Variables Using Moderated Multiple Regression: The Effects of Range Restriction, Unreliability, Sample Size, and the Proportion of Subjects in Subgroups"

Susan E. Bamann, Ph.D., Anthropology
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Dean R. Snow
"Settlement Nucleation in Mohawk Iroquois Prehistory: An Analysis of a Site Sequence in the Lower Otsquago Drainage of the Mohawk Valley"

Elizabeth Bronson, Ph.D., Anthropology
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Robert Jarvenpa
"Agriculture, Attitudes and Adaptation: Split Decisions in Campesino Households"

Diane Dewar, Ph.D., Economics
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Michael Sattinger
"The Demand for Health Care Among Alternative Reimbursement Insurance Systems"

Wayne Fleisig, Ph.D., Psychology
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Wendy Silverman
"Development of the Illustrated Fear Survey Schedule (IFSS) and an Examination of Its Reliability and Validity with Children with mild Mental Retardation"

Frederico Garcia, Ph.D., Economics
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Michael Sattinger
"Essays on Efficiency Wages with Applications to Workplace Drug Use and to Racial Discrimination"

Edith Goldberg, Ph.D., Psychology
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Eugene F. Stone
"Effects of Prior Expectations on Performance Appraisal: A Social - Cognitive Approach"

Thomas Jarminson, Ph.D., Anthropology
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Richard M. Leventhal
"Symbic Affiliation, Architecture, and Settlement Patterns in Southern Belize: Nim Li Punit and Xnatheb During the Late Classic"

Jonchul Lee, Ph.D., Economics
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Pong Lee
"Open Door Policy, Economic Growth and Regional Differences in China"

Jianhong Liu, Ph.D., Sociology
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Allen E. Liska
"The Functions of Crime: A Theory and a Research Agenda"

Sonia Miner, Ph.D., Sociology
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Glenna Spitze
"Informal and Formal Spheres of Social Interaction and Support by Race: And Analysis of Interdependencies and Compensation in Later Life"

Alphonse Okossi, Ph.D., Economics
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Bruce Dieffenbach
"Dynamic Policy Game: An Econometric Simulation Study"

Anne R. Roschelle, Ph.D., Sociology
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Glenna Spitze
"Extended Living Arrangements and Informal Social Support Networks Among African-American, Chicano, Puerto Rican, and Non-Hispanic White Families: The Intersection of Gender, Race, and Class"
Lisa Schulte, Ph.D., Psychology
“A Test of Two Models of Homosexism”
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Donn Byrne

Katsumi Ukemori, Ph.D., Economics
“Time Series Modeling of Business Cycles”
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Bruce Dieffenbach

DOCTORAL RECIPIENTS: Fall 1992

Jedediah E. Baker, Ph.D., Psychology
“Constructions of Self as Determinants of the Impact of Life Events on Negative Emotional Experience”
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Allen C. Israel

Danny J.H. Chen, Ph.D., Sociology
“Third World Crime in the World System: A Cross-National Study”
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Steven F. Messner

Sung Joon Jang, Ph.D., Sociology
“Sex Differences in Delinquency Among African American Adolescents: A Longitudinal Study”
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Marvin D. Krohn

John E. Pfiffner, Ph.D., Anthropology
“Late and Terminal Archaic Cultural Adaptations of the Lowest Connecticut Valley”
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Dean R. Snow

Byeongil Rho, Ph.D., Sociology
“State Capability and Third World Politics: A Comparative Analysis of South Korean and Philippine Cases”
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Maurice Richter, Jr.

Joyce Robinson, Ph.D., Sociology
“A Resource/Dependency Approach to Explaining the Marital Household Labor”
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Glenna Spitze

Linda L. Street, Ph.D., Psychology
“The Role of Expectancy in Panic Disorder: Its Effect on Fear and Avoidance During Inhalation of Carbon Dioxide”
Dissertation Chair: Prof. David Barlow

DOCTORAL RECIPIENTS: Summer 1992

Michael Bocchiola, Ph.D., Psychology
“Rodent Postpartum Behavior: Physiology and Ecology”
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Bruce Svare

Wei Kuang Chen, Ph.D., Economics
“The Valuation of Stock Index Options: Some Empirical Evidence from the 1987 Stock Crash”
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Bruce Dieffenbach

Yunhui Chen, Ph.D., Economics
“National Saving and Investment in the Short Run and in the Long Run”
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Betty Daniel

Peter Cornish, Ph.D., Psychology
“Test-Retest Reliability in 24-Hour Ambulatory Blood Pressure Monitoring”
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Edward B. Blanchard

Susmita Dasgupta, Ph.D., Economics
“Essays on the Use of Business-Survey and Expectations Data for Econometric Prediction”
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Kajal Lahiri

Timothy Eddy, Ph.D., Psychology
“Passive Socialization to Humans in Chicks (Gallus Gallus) Reared in Isolation From Conspecifics”
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Gordon G. Gallup

Andrew Eisen, Ph.D., Psychology
“The Effectiveness of Matched and Mismatched Cognitive-Behavioral Interventions for Overanxious Disorder”
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Wendy Silverman

Sheri Feinzig, Ph.D., Psychology
“Individual Differences in the Preference for Feedback: Conceptualization, Operationalization and Validation of a Construct”
Dissertation Chair: Prof. George M Alliger

Patrice Kuzniak, Ph.D., Sociology
“The Systemic Determinants of AFDC Enrollment in the American States in 1970”
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Steven Seidman

Nhandu Mamingi, Ph.D., Economics
“Essays on Misspecified Dynamics and Temporal Aggregation on Cointegrated Relationships”
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Kajal Lahiri

Nancy Nicholson, Ph.D., Psychology
“A Controlled Evaluation of Self-Regulatory Treatments for Headache in the Elderly”
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Edward B. Blanchard

Debra Salzman, Ph.D., Psychology
“Perfectionism, Social Anxiety, and Competitiveness Among College Athletes and Non-Athletes”
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Richard Heinberg

Mau-Shan Shi, Ph.D., Economics
“Toward a General Equilibrium Model of Local Public Goods with Multi-Tier Government”
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Karl Dunz

David Widman, Ph.D., Psychology
“The Effects of Prior Exposure to Stress on the Renewal of Fear”
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Robert Rosellini
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School of Public Health

DOCTORAL CANDIDATES: Spring 1993

Barbara A. Shepard, Ph.D., Environmental Health & Toxicology  Dissertation Chair: Prof. Jacquelin B. Shaffer
“Examination of the Protective Roles Against Oxidant Stress of the Antioxidant Enzymes Catalase and Manganese Superoxide Dismutase in Mammalian Cells”

DOCTORAL RECIPIENTS: Fall 1992

Xiaolan Wu-Peng, Ph.D., Biomedical Sciences  Dissertation Chair: Prof. Marlene Belfort
“Estrogen Regulation of the Rat Creatine Kinase B Gene”

Rong Yao, Ph.D., Biomedical Sciences  Dissertation Chair: Prof. Everly Conway de Macario
“Methanosarcina Mazei S-6: Antigenic Characteristics of its Forms and Structural Analysis of the ORF407”
1993 COMMENCEMENT PARTICIPANTS

MARSHALS
Edna Acosta-Belen, Latin American & Caribbean Studies
Frankie Y. Bailey, Criminal Justice
Armand P. Baker, Hispanic & Italian Studies
Robert M. Bernstein, Art
Donald D. Bourque, Accounting & Law
Carson Carr, Jr., Academic Support Services
Helen Desfosses, Public Administration & Policy
Gloria DeSole, Affirmative Action
Sue R. Faerman, Public Administration & Policy
Ann K. Farmer, Linguistics & Cognitive Science
Laurie B. Feldman, Psychology
James T. Fleming, Education
Burton Gummer, School of Social Welfare
Irene Lurie, Public Administration & Policy
Carmen A. Mannella, Biomedical Sciences
Thad W. Mirer, Economics
William M. Moore, Physical Education & Recreation
Susan D. Phillips, Counseling Psychology
Carlos E. Santiago, Economics
Malcolm J. Sherman, Mathematics & Statistics
Roger W. Stump, Geography & Planning
James W. Wessman, Latin American & Caribbean Studies

COMMENCEMENT WIND ENSEMBLE
R. Findlay Cockrell, Associate Professor of Music, Director
Suzanne Carr
Henry M. Can Jr.
Norman Clo
William Hoeprich
Raymond J. Kim
Terence M. Litavec
Stacie Luczynski
Gregory Nazarian
Marjorie Nazarian
Henry A. Nieminski

Darcy Marie Sestito
Jay Smith
Thomas Stella
Arthur Tenney
Jacqueline Tenney
Jennifer Tenney
John Thompson
Hial Wheeler
Gary E. Yurgans
Charles W. Yurgans Jr.

UNIVERSITY-COMMUNITY CHORALE
Nili Badanowski
Alonzo Baker
Caroline Bee
Leslie H. Brown
Corlis F. Carroll
Geoffrey Carlson
Gina A. Christopher
Christopher J. Decker
Charlotte Giitome
Alexandra Kirnean

Eryn R. Klosko
Jennifer L. Pomper
Gina M. Rafetto
Lisa Shapiro
Betti L. Sharer
Timothy Shine
Pamela L. Susin
Suzannah B. Tieman
Peter J. Volpe

UNIVERSITY GOSPEL CHOIR
Brian D. Bolton, director, pianist
Sillu F. Thomas, directress
Melvin Crooker
Jeanine A. Davis
Karen T. DeLisle
Arlene I.Friday
Karine R. Gibson
Petra Hodges

Dana E. Kirton
Kim McCreory
Yvonne Moore
Carla A. Murray
Delores Porter
Charles Reid
Lisa D. Tinker
Carla F. Walton
1993 COMMENCEMENT PLANNING COMMITTEE

Jonathan T. Bartow, Office of Graduate Studies
Megan R. Beidl, Physical Plant
R. Scott Birge, Office of Campus Life
Madelyn R. Cicero, University Senate
James P. Doellefeld, Campus Life
Frederick D. Doyle, University Graphics
Richard J. Farrell, Registrar
Vesna Gjaja, Office of Public and Community Programs
Jodie M. Green, President, Class of 1993
Sung Bok Kim, Undergraduate Studies
Charles LaMalfa, Educational Communication Center
Carol Livingston, Office of Alumni Affairs
Sheila A. Mahan, Office of the President
Ardella McClarty, Office of the President
John E. Morgan, Physical Education, Athletics and Recreation
Greta J. Petry, University Relations
Paul A. Saimond, Office of Academic Affairs
Karl W. Scharl, Physical Plant
Barbara J. Schoonmaker, Office of Parent Relations
Micheileen J. Treadwell, University Community Council
Carol N. Vandenburgh, Barnes and Noble Bookstore
ALMA MATER

College of the Empire State,
Mother of an army great,
Thou the moulder of our fate,
Thee we sing today.
Thine the hand with clasp so strong,
Holding tho' the years be long,
Thou the burden of our song,
Thee we sing today.

Ways of pleasantness are thine,
Leading where in wisdom's shrine,
Joy and cheer and hope divine,
Ever dwell for aye.
Thine the voice whose call we hear,
Thine the hand which holds us near,
Thine the heart, so true, so dear,
Cherished, loved always.

Wisdom's duty heeds thy call,
Ever in Minerva's Thrall.
Pass the torch from one to all,
Guide each destiny.
'Neath the Purple and the Gold,
Let thy history unfold,
Sons and daughters, young and old,
Hail to Albany.